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FOREWORD

T

HE EDITORS feel that the function of a college
literary magazine is two-fold. First, it should
give its pages to all contributions of true merit
regardless of their content and nature; and second, it
should carry, if possible, some measure of popular
appeal.

With these points in view THE FLAMINGO departs
somewhat from its· previous policies. This newer and
larger edition offers to the public four complete short
stories of regulation magazine length, two critical
essays, a venture in the field of light verse and other
additions which, we trust, will meet with your
approval.

J. F.

EVERLASTING DESERT
BY WALTER JORDAN

H.

THE FLAMINGO·
A Literary Magazine of the Younger Generation
VoL. IX, No. 2

FEBRUARY 1, 1935

Price, 25 Cents

"SIMILE"
PETER F. McCANN

N

IGHT,

Like a peacock,
Spreads her vast tail;
And in each blue feather
Twinkles
A single star.
THE

KEY

"The Key" is without doitbt one of the most sensitive, finely
wrou.ght slzort stories ever s1Jb1nitted to the FLAMINGO. It
achieves an artistic unity imurnal in the annals of college publications. "The Key" is Miss Perpente's first published short
story.

FRANCES PERPENTE
T is in the winter that I feel the change and the
closing in. Every year with the first grey days
there is the shadow of snow in the air, and when
it really does come, when the white cold of it piles
its•elf silently on the window sill, then I look out over
the smooth, still, muffled meadows to the break in the
wall where the birch thicket scrapes with bare desolate twigs against the low clouds, and I am afraid.
Hearing people and not understanding, seeing those
fields which I know are silent, silent and stripped of
the warm sounds of summer, feeling the early, sad
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twilights of winter, is to have the lonelines~ of ,mys~lf
spread out and magnified upon a great austere white
screen, i11;minent an? unestapable. It is during the
endless m~hts of wmter that I cannot sleep easily.
I m_ust thmk myself t~ sleep with long, involved
'"'.akmg drea_ms. Sometimes they recur during the
night ; somet1m~s· they undergo grotesque changes and
wear familiar faces horribly unknown.
'
It was in the early November of last year that I
found the key. At first I did not think much ,about it
~xcept that I was vaguely puzzled and woutlered what
1t would open. It was in my sewing bag for several
days before I began to be interested in it, an ordinary
key, rather small, fl~t ~nd heavy. If I thought at all
~ow I had come by 1t, 1t was· that I must have picked
1t. ~p, withou~ realizing it. I remember that once
L1ltan s wedd11?-g nng was in my bag for a week
before I knew 1t was_ there. I believe that she always
thought I had stolen 1t, but she never said so.
I can s~nse with extraordinary keeness· the feelings
and reactions of others, and it was in this way about
five days after my discovery of it that I first connected the key with Lilian.
'
.
Alway~ at dinner I sat facing Lilian with George
on my nght, before me the s·q uare of the winddw
filled with the quick night, for Lilian could never en?U~e drawn curtains or closed in, dark places, and she
ms1sted upon keeping the shades up after dark. She
loved the summer, for she was from the South and
I am sure she was lonesome for it. I remember that
on mild days in spring and summer she would walk
for hours in the open, always with her face turned
slightly up towards the sky, as though she would have
liked to draw it down to her. Once too, I came upon
her lying face down on the thyme bank that borders

the west brook. At first I did not see her in the shifting dapple of light and shade, but she he~rd me, ~nd
lifted her head· looking at me but saymg nothmg.
I think that wh~n she was alone she often cried, and
she had been crying then.
As I ate, I watched Lilian, thinking about her,
watching her lips· when she spoke to George ( she
seldom spoke to me). She was paler than usual, even
for winter, and she had faint, brownish shadows under
her eyes. I don't believe that either she or George
ever fully realized that I co~l~ see every word they
said if their faces were v1s1ble, although George
should have known, for we had been together as m~ch
as most brothers and sisters, and she had great mtuition in most other ways. I try to keep it from
people though, that I can read their words·, for they
are more unguarded and I am safer. They cannot
hide things from me so easily.
Lilian was telling George about the man who had
come up from town to see about the roof, and every
now and then she glanced secretly at me with those
hooded, oblique eyes of hers, and soon_ I began to feel
that her mind was far off on somethmg else so that
she heard what she was saying scarcely more tha1;1 I
did She ate little, and her left hand kept fumblmg
abo.ut on the tablecloth, tracing out squares and circles,
and long, twisted curls. All of our heads were just
above the circle of the lamplight, so that the faces of
Lilian and George were to me floating in shadow. At
intervals, Lilian's hand in the bright glow of the lamp
moved slightly a low glass bowl of c~erry pres·erv~s,
shifting its transparent crimson reflection on the white
cloth. George was in a talkative mood and he laughed,
telling Lilian of Embries' hired man who had been
locked in the top shed and had somehow through s·ome
.I
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freak of movement let the key fall from the window
imprisoning himself. To me the story had little ele~
ment of humor, but suddenly Lilian began to laugh
jerkily, and hysterically, clutching herself and rocking back and :J'.orth _a little as I have seen people rock
wh~m they are m pam. Her face twisted and crumpled
as 1f she were gomg to cry, but she didn't and as suddenly as it had started, the laughter stopped. She
looked at us then, first George and then me seeming
a little afraid and said, illogically, I thought,' as if she
really wanted to know:
"Did he get the key, George? How?"
George laughed again th:n and, leaning over, patted
her hand, but she drew 1t away at his· touch and
drop~ed her eyes to the crimson shadow of the
ch~rnes. Somehow she appeared childishly disappomted at the answer he made to her question, seemmg to expect something more. Soon after the meal
w:1:· over. _I always did dishes because G;orge liked
L1l~an to himself in the evenings, although I don't
believe ~hat she cared much one way or the other,
and ~ d1d not see her again that night for she went
upstairs early.
After I h~d gone to ?ed myself, I thought of Lilian
and that strange laughmg spell, and it suddenly came
to me that ~ had never seen her really laugh before.
She had smlled that slow, musing smile of hers that
start~d somewhere in her eyes long before it reached
her hps, but she was never a gay nor an easily aroused
woman.
.The~e. in my room the dark about the bed was filled
with hvmg forms, and that night Lillian was there,
and the man who had got locked in and lost the key.
Someh_o~ I slept_ sooner than usual but in my sleep I
saw L1lhan walkmg naked in a glowing crimson pool
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which washed about her thighs and waist. There "Yas
clear light licking over the top of _the pool, reflecting
in wavering rosiness under her chm and her b:easts.
Out of the shifting gleam she looked at me directly
and fiercely with no amity or preten~e under he1: heavy
lids. Her mouth, with its full, curvmg upper ~1p, "".as
drawn into an expression of dreaming seusuahty with
which I was not familiar. It was strange about ~~at
mouth. Although I was without dou,bt more fam1har
than anyone else with its shape 3:nd contour, and moreover knew it, from long watchmg, more nearly than
any other single feature of hers, I had never seen that
brooding, unleashed look of pleas!lre upon her actual
flesh. With her eyes upon me still, the dream figure
bent quickly and, groping in the pool, drew out a key.
What power of my mind made it ~he key th~t lay m
my s·ewing bag? Enlarged and shim1:1enng, It rested
in identical form upon her unsubstantial palm, and as
she laughed at me, the ruby liquid rose _with a sound
like ice knocking against glass and earned her away.
In the morning after I had drifted up out of a sleep,
I lay for a moment in the grateful warmth of bed.
I thought of my dream and of the key which ha~ lain
in Lilian's hand, and I thought of her hysterics at
the key joke. I determined then, as I watched t?e
dull-yellow · glow of the sun creep through the thm,
eastern cloud-layer, that I would wait, and watch her,
watch to find her connection with the key, for that
there was a connection, I began to be certain. I wo~ld
say nothing, but only watch. Th_e idea gave m: a kmd
of peace all through my body; It filled my mmd and
I felt relaxed and interested. Presently I forced myself into the icy air of the room and dressed. I was
conscious of an inner excitement. I thought that
Lilian would not be up yet, and I could wait for her
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and see how she looked when she first came down,
before the sleep had gone entirely from her.
When I got down into the kitchen it was warm, and
there was a low fire in the range. Someone must have
had coffee and cereal ; the dishes were still on the
table. The chair in front of the table was out towards
the center of the room as though the person who had
sat there had, in rising hastily, pushed it back. I
thought that George had gone out earlier than usual,
and I ate my own breakfast ·· leisurely, waiting for
Lilian. I could see through the east window out
towards the big barn, and as I watched I saw a woman
dressed in a long, loose grey coat appear from behind
the building, and advance slowly and uncertainly in the
direction of the house. The bare space between the
barn and the hous·e was frozen iron-hard, and it was
rutted and crossed with the marks of wheels and hoofs.
The woman, although she was moving along slowly
in a curiously zig-zag course and with bent head,
seemed searching before her; she stumbled three times
over the treacherous uneven ground. Her long, westward reaching shadow was dim and edgeless, for
already the sun was lost in the thickening, snowcolored clouds·. Snow was in the · air and I guessed
that it would come before night.
When she was about ten feet from the house, the
woman stopped and looked up so that I could see her
face. It was Lilian. For a while she stood quite
still in the motionless cold, and no breath of air moved
the folds' of the loose coat she wore. Her face was
brooding and concentratedly unhappy.
Presently Lilian moved away and a moment later
I felt the current of cold air which came with the
opening and closing of the hall door. She stood in the
kitchen doorway looking at me and the mask was over
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her face. The chill from her clothes crept through
the air. Then she went to the stove and warmed her
hands, glancing at me now and then over her shoulder.
Just as I had set down my cup, she swung su~denly
around and came quickly across the room until she
stood just over me. Her lips moved and the_ corners
of her mouth were twitching slightly. She said:
. "Why were you watching me?"
I made her repeat the question, pretending I had
not caught it, and as she spoke, t~e pupils of he: eyes
almost blotted out the greenish ins. Her eyes hved a
separate and intense life in the serene and every-day
cage of her face. Bound in delicate bone and obscured
by the shadow of her l~ds, they focussed t~e fires of
her being and were subject to all the vagane? of her
emotions. Now I could see a gleam of fear m them,
and anger, and she stared at me and said:
"You were watching me."
I did not answer her at once, wanting to see what
she would do. I watched her eyes, and her .fingers
clutching at the grey cloth of her coat. . I thmk she
wanted to know that I had not seen her m the yard ;
that I had not noticed anything peculiar about her
being there. I said :
"Yes, what were you looking for?"
As though I had slapped her, scarlet patches appearediupon her cheekbones. For a moment I thought
she might strike me, but she kept her hands on the grey
coat. Lilian never lied, she was too proud for t~at.
Neither did she try to evade my question. She said :
"I won't tell you."
I stood up then, and she backed away a little. I felt
a great surge of triumphant feeling, fo! I knew that
she feared me in a nebulous and potential way. The
pattern and texture of our relationship had changed,
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and I was beginning to reach her, the self which had
always stood back and gazed proudly. A dark and
incipient pride was in her face now as she turned from
me a~1d went to the door. I found myself smiling.
With her hand on the knob Lillian turned quite
still and erect with her head flung back.
'
"Why do you hate me?" she said, "Do you know
wh~t I say? Can you hear me? I'm shouting but you
can t he~,~ me. Can you see? Can you see I hate
you _too.
I could see her lips curl back over her
flashmg teet_h. Her beautiful teeth gleamed as white
as the horrible snow under her red lips· He 1·
'd "I h
I
.
r ips
~ai ,
ate, hate_ you," and I knew she was screammg, for the co~ds m her neck stood out and strained
?eneath the skm of her long throat. She left the
room and I was alone.
Happy. I was very happy. There is· no other word
for the warm flow which ran in my flesh. I do not
try_ to excuse the emotion, for it was winter. Now
Lilian had a new importance, for she feared me.
She feared me and I ~anted_ to find the ground for
her fear. I sat for awhile Iettmg the warmth of the
fire and of my blo~d ble~d in a long, quivering pleasantness. After a little time I went upstairs and took
the key from my sewing b~g. ! ?eld it in the palm of
my_ hand and looked at 1t sh111111g against my skin
try111g. to n:iake sure in my mind whether Lilian had
lost !his th111g. Whatever she had lost must be small
and 1mpor~ant to her. Its importance had been flung
out to me 111 the red of her face and the drawn cords
of her nee~. Quite certainly I would not give her
the key until I kn~w more about it; not then perhaps.
. I tned the key 111 all the locks in my room but it
did not. even ai;p_roximate any of them.
'
At d111ner Lilian was very quiet, with a kind of
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heavy languor. Only the luster of her eyes remained.
When George came in he kissed her without a word
and took his place. He was in one of his black moods
and I was momentarily sorry for Lilian. It is an inward struggle with George, a constant opposition of
the dark and the bright. From the fire of his uncertainty has emerged a rigidity which is as unyielding
as the sharp rock which rises from frozen soil. I have
sometimes pitied, and often feared him.
This night he looked only at Lilian and she was uneasy and pale under his eyes. When they were both
silent I said :
"George, I have lost the key to the little cabinet in
my room. Do you think you could open it for me?"
As I spoke I watched Lilian. She was looking down
at her plate, and she glanced suddenly at George with
a look of cautious fear. I was satisfied. I do not
even remember what George answered.
All through the meal I had an importunate longing
to get away-to be alone to try the key. Dark and
secret places drifted through my mind, myself with
the sensation of a suddenly released lock immediate
under my fingers. I could foretaste the straining outward of attention and the eager shiver I would feel,
and I longed to start a search for the thing which the
key fitted. As I think back, it seems to me that my
whole being must have quivered with the desire to
know Lilian's hidden things, and the conviction grew
steadily stronger that only I had the means of coming
to them.
Just as we left the table the first flakes of snow
drifted idly down. Standing before the window Lilian
drew the heavy blue curtains aside with her right hand
and stared quite motionless out into the seething
shadows. Her head drooped forward slightly and
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above the clinging rose-colored stuff of her dres·s I
could see the slight rise of her cervical vertebrae.
The delicate thinness of her neck had a pathetic quality, a childish helplessness and candor which was not
apparent in her face or in the rest of her body. I
think she said something to George but I cannot be
sure, for I could not see her face. George went to
her and stood beside her with his hand on her shoulder.
At first it seemed that she shrank away, giving that
scarcely perceptible, involuntary quiver which was
habitual with her at his touch. Perhaps they talked
about me. I used to feel that they often talked about
me. I left them then, and after the dishes were done·
went to my room. There, I too looked into the darkness·. The light in the room showed a few flakes
murkily white against the black curtain of the night.
They fell in shifting, irregular paths, aimless and
wanderi~g down out of sight, pulled always towards
the massive coldnes·s of the ground. I could feel the
slow sifting of the little frozen stars toward the
ground, their infinitesimal piling up, delicate and
flawless, upon the chill surface of the unyielding earth.
It was like s'ilence piling up within one, second upon
second, perfect in its stillness· until it covered everything deeply and quietly and evenly. With the snow,
the rigid chill of the air had slackened, but still the
cold seemed to lie in layers upon the floor, and to creep
numbingly over the body. There was a kerosene
stove in the corner and after it had been lighted for
awhile, it permeated the room with an acrid, unpleasant odor.
As I lay in bed the smell clung in my nostrils, and
I could feel the creeping cold under the false and
superficial warmth of the burning oil. There was no
rest in the sharp rankness, in the chill, nor in the silent,
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unseen feathering of the snow. I do not kno":' how
long I lay there, but I could feel the lateness m the
house when I rose.
The boards of the floor were very cold. From the
stiff pink-chintz belly of the sewing bag I drew . the
key ' and with it hard against my hand went out mto
the' upper hall. There was a flashli~ht ?n the !able
at the head of the back stairs and by its hght, qu~vering with the life of my hand, the bulky, dark furmture
showed in patches against the wall. I cro_ssed the back
hall and went down the three steps which separated
it from the main part of the house.
A thread of light showed under the door of the room
which Lilian and George occupied. I began to :¥~lk
softly down the stairs, feeling with my foot the solidity
of the steps before putting my weight 1:pon them. The
flashlight hung straight against my thigh and was almost obscured by the folds of my heavy woolen robe.
I had achieved perhaps· five steps when I became
aware that the thread of light behind me had become
a great blotch in the inchoate darkness of the hall.
Crouching against the wall, I looked up to see
Lilian swirl violently out of the room. Her face was
blazing white, her whole body rigid with_ great g~sts
of emotion. She wore a loose envelopmg dressmg
own of dark-red silk; her hair lay like a shadow
~ver her shoulders. For a moment she st?od _there
with her head thrown back, her throat gle~mmg I? the
muted light from the room. Alm?st 1mmed1ately
George appeared in the doorway, his face suffused
with black rage and bewilderment. He went to her
with quick short steps, springing upon the balls of
his feet and put his hands upon her ~boulders. She
writhed' away from him like a snake, hthe, ~ngry, but
terrified. The light climbed and fell fluttermg m the
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red folds of her full sleeves and over the swinging of
her skirt as it flattened against her legs. But George
was quick and full o~ a fierce energy, and before she
could 1;1ove .aw~y, his han~s were upon her again.
She twisted m his arms, trymg to loosen her hands to
strike, and sud?enly freeing her right arm, struck him
full and har? m the face. He jerked his head back
and I saw his fingers press heavily into the flesh of
her shoulders· as .~e beg~n to shake her. Bending her
head forward, L_iltan tned to resist the powerful pull
an~ thrust of. his arms, but he was like a dark cat
~h1ch plays with a strengthless and brilliantly colored
bird. She_ ~tagg_ered helples·sly, drunkenly, with weak
a?d unavatlmg It_m?s· Ev~ry part of her body was in
v10l~nt and. ~nwillmg motion, he1d in a semblance of
vertical posit10n only by those violent and unyielding
hands. She must have cried out, for her lips moved
a?d I could see !he sobs· rising in her throat, but h~
did not stop until his strength was momentarily exhausted. Whe1: he released her, Lilian sank jointlessly
to the_ floor; ly~ng crumpled at his• feet in a pool of
gleammg red silk. George's face, as he stood over,
was vaguely puzzled, but brooding and appeased. He
pushed back the dark hair which had fallen over his
fore?ead. P~esently he stooped, and lifting Lilian,
earned her, limp and subdued, back into the room.
Only her eyes· se~med a~ive and they were fixed, darkly
lustrous, upon his face m an unwavering stare.
I was glad, deeply glad. Joy flowed over me in
waves, drowning my being. In George I had seen the
fiber of my own fllesh and the strong surge of my own
blood. Standing there in the dark I drew an abiding
and secret satisfaction from his mastery of the woman
My han? was clenched so hard that the key had bittte~
sharply mto the palm. I did not mind the pain. Drag-
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ging the soft wool of my robe closer about me, I went
on down the stairs. The flashlight made a lucid, amber
circle in the shadows. It had a semblance of warmth
in the bone-striking bitterness of the night.
I began at the kitchen, having in mind to work first
through all of the downstairs rooms. The key did
not fit any of the drawers or compartments· in the
sideboard, as they came one by one into the golden
circle of my light. Neither did it fit the austere white
wooden cupboard which stood ghostlike in the corner,
nor the built-in cabinets in the south wall. I had expected nothing better, for I felt that Lilian must have
hidden this thing of hers as· soon as the key was lost,
that it would be small and moveable, suitable for the
safe-keeping of private and precious things. That
night I exhausted the possibilities of the first floor.
I felt into the oldest corners, grimed and feathered
with soft grey dust, and exhaling that peculiar odor,
neither truly organic nor inorganic, of great oldness.
No colors showed except in the limited circumference
of the moving light, and there was a brooding look over
all the house, stripped and stark, worn to its essential
form by the smothering increment of the night. As
the necessity of the first floor fell away from me, I
felt free and dissolved in eagerness to go to the others,
more secret and hidden in their implications.
I was very cold as I climbed the stairs·. The flesh
shrank back upon my bones and my feet were numb
and frigid. Except for the little moving flame of my
mind, I experienced the being of a rock or a tree;
one in absorption with the atmospheric calm. On the
back landing the first grey wash of dawn spilled
through the window, and outside was the colorless,
formless melting of snow at the beginning of day.
All that day Lilian spent in bed with a headache.
2-
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She ate nothing and lay quite still in her darkened
room, with closed eyes, her cheeks touched with the
half-moon shadow of ~~r lashes·. I, too, was quiet, and
sewed a°:d rested, waitmg for evening. I wanted to
hunt at mght when the house was all mine in the darkn~ss. . I wanted to feel again the slow drag of the
w1thermg cold Of! all the boards of the house, to feel
my purpose flammg hot and avid in the midst of the
sea of cold.
. All day,. too, the snow fell softly, smotheringly, res1stlessly, till all the world was buried and mute, under
a ~lull sky. Just as· dusk was creeping up out of the
chilly ~arth, I went to Lilian's room.
She lay flat in the middle of the great bed with a
~-reen blanket drawn up around her neck. In 'the rismg flood of dusk her hair floated whitely pale under
the dark tumbl~ of her hair. Her eyes ~ere closed.
I went to the side of the bed and stood looking down
at her. Her slender body scarcely ridged the green
blanket, a°:d she looked childish and alone, lost in a
vast, meanmgless space. Presently Lilian opened her
eyes and l?oked at me. I felt that I was drawing her
ey~s to mme and I quivered as· I met them. I said:
Can I do anything for you?" At first I thouo-ht
she had not heard, for her eyes were empty and c~ncentrated, as thougl: a great weight of physical pain
drew all he: attent10n deeply within herself. After
a space ~er bps moved and I could barely see what she
was saymg. She said:
"You know 1 you can't do anything for me. You
know yo;! don t ~ant to. Go away. You hate me.
Go away .. The ~ids drooped wearily over her eyes and
the blank mdefimte look of her face dismissed me. r
stood a mom~nt more, looking at her. I wanted to
slap her, to hit her hard, to see her eyes blaze as they
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had blazed at George the night before. I think I even
raised my hand, but it would have been like striking
a corpse, a thing with no presence. I felt that at the
impact of my hand her head would have moved slightly
on the pillow, with no resistant force; lifelessly I
turned and walked to the door. With my hand on
the knob, I looked back, sensing some movement.
Lilian had raised hers·elf on her elbows, her lips were
moving, but in the dimness it was impossible to distinguish her words. When she saw me she sank back
again, softly, like water flowing, and I left her to
her darkness.
When I emerged again from my room, the night had
come. Outside the windows there was a pale reflected
light from the snow-smothered earth, diffusing immaterially in the brief air beneath the heavy clouds.
George was in town and I knew he would not return
until the next evening. Only Lilian and I were there
and she lay muffled in loneliness upon her bed.
I liad the attic in mind that night and its great, raftered frigidity did not dismay me. The attic stairs
were narrow and steep, seeming pressed in between
the musty walls upon which the paper hung in long
strips·, showing the plaster and the bare laths. The
strips swung faintly at my passing, and spider webs
stretched from the ceiling brushed across my face
and hair.
In the great main room under the rafters, shadows
clustered and retreated before the round of the flashlight. I found an old lantern, dusty and red with
rust, and some matches which George used to keep
up there in an old tin box against the times when he
wanted to do his carpentry work alone at night. The
lantern made a steadier light than the flashlight, and
the shadows flared back farther from me. The debris
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of years lay in the corners, trunks and boxes and old
furnitur~. I stood awhile in the center of the floor
and decided to work from the far side of the room
towards the stairs.
As I kneele~ down upon the rough boards of the
floor I felt agam the flutter of expectation, and I began
to go through the boxes· and trunks one by one. I do
not know how. long I searched , for i·n th e occupa t·1011
o f my hands time hung suspended. It must have been
several hours, _because I worked around the big room
and ca!11e agam to the head of the stairs before I
found it.
It was in the ~ottom of an old grey trunk, hidden
un~er layers of discarded clothing, and I knew it first
YI its hardness under the yielding surface of the cloth
1ad .come upon· several boxes before, but this on~
was diffe_rent, a small metal case enameled in dull
ree? which showed almost black in the lantern light
.· thmk I knew before I tried the key that it was th~
:ight one. I felt almost as if I had Lilian there in my
ap! as _though she were under my hand ready for exammat10n
and .opening
sure the ti1mg
. was h ers
I
h
. · I was
c
t 1at s, e had hidden it here after she had lost the ke '.
I don t know how she guessed that I had it and that YI
would try to find the thing to which it belonged. Per~aps ~he thought at first that George had the key. It
oesn t matter now. Only, just before I opened the
box, I k_new a m<;>mentary hesitation, a reluctance to
g~ on with the thmg, even after all the time spent in
t _e cold, after all the weight of hatred which had
gi own up ?etween ?er and me. I looked at the flame
c:ught behmd the ~im, smoky ribs of the lantern which
v\ ere golden-red with rust, and I shivered. The flame
was flat and soft, waving like a little banner upon its
base of clear blue.
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Then carefully I inserted the key into the lock and
opened the box, holding it there on my knees. It ,~as
full of letters; four little bundles, each one neatly tied
up with narrow white cord. The envelopes were of
uneven sizes and some were folded over so that they
could be crammed into the small space.
My fingers were stiff with cold as I pried out the
bundles and it was with great difficulty that I loosened
the knot in the white cord. I lifted the first letter from
the envelope. It was written in a large flowing hand
on paper of fine quality, and was dated four years
back. It had been a trifle over four years· ago that
Lilian had come to the farm as George's bride. She
had been a distant, reserved young woman, I recalled;
cool and unsmiling, as if afraid to give herself away,
but greeting me with level eyes from under the brim of
a rakish green hat. Never, in all her four years at
the farm, had she seemed really happy, although she
had fitted herself into the life easily enough.
I read the letter through with great care, straining
my eyes to follow the hurried script in the dim light.
It began, "Dearest Lilian-I write only to tell you
that I have placed Marian in the best possible hands.
It iS' out of the question for me to keep her with me.
I am sorrier for this than I can say, but you will not
perhaps be too unhappy when you know that she is
with my mother, who loves her for my sake as well as
for her own. As for me, I shall write to you only if
you will not be too sad by it. I think of you so often,
dear."
It was signed, "Charles," and glancing at the envelope, I saw that it was postmarked in Lilian's home
state, Virginia.
The next letter in the pile was· in proper sequence;
as I went on, I saw that Lilian had arranged them as
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they had come to h
Th
the same, but the :~iting e J~;t::~~i~~! not always
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' large and
for they were all th~re Cw! y 1 galthered the facts,
·1· ,
.
1ar es
s·a w h d b
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. ' a
een
b;y -~im, since Lilian's people isad
ch~d,hcared for
sibility. The reports were often
use. t e responappearance, her character h
?f the little girl; her
came clearly to me as· I re;d ~~ likes and dislikes _all
and separated from his wife T. ffarles was married
to me, he opened his hea .t o I ~an, an? strangely,
loneliness, his sorrow for rl and mmd_; his frequent
felt he must have di . d 1er unhappmess, which I
for Lilian was· not on:i~~ rathe~ than read openly,
her. Here and there a h compla111, and his love for
times I wake up rem pbra~e stayed with me-"Someem er111g you "
"M .
, or,
anan has
1 curls like you , aim os t as 1ovely-"
d arc
How Lilian had managed t
.
known to George I do t I o re:e1ve the letters unno mow· 1t
t h
mus ~ve caused
11er much anxiety and pain T '
was that she had married . b o me, the salient factor
the unhappiness of her
:other to get away from
town ; that he had been i e
a small and critical
Perhaps she had hoped e~:~t:yllan avenue ?f escape.
he loved and desired her I l ~ y to love him. That
George as I did I I
'
1a no doubt. Knowing
facts of Lillia~'s fi.nfeew wedll tthhat he did not know the
, an
at know·
h
not accept nor condone them H
. mg, e would
a weapon against her W .
ere 111 my hand was
what I knew his jealo~s
hen I should tell George
his strange, ~omplex rig1d would /e fully aroused, and
expense exult in he'r . mora ity would at his own
. .
misery and even 111
· h er anm.
h i1at10n.
I sat there in the dull Id
.
in my lap and thought f ~ en hg?t w~th the letters
o
eorge with his pathetic in-
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ability to be happy and of Lilian whom I hated now
more than ever for deceiving him. I had read the last
letter and I began to retie the four packets when all
at once I was aware of a presence behind me in the
half-shadows of the attic landing. Nothing tangible
warned me, only the feeling of not being alone. I
stayed for a moment quite still, with bowed head,
then turned slowly to look up into the eyes of Lilian.
She was standing erect beside me, her arms crossed
upon her breast and her hands laid along her throat.
A long, full cloak of deep green fell from her shoulders
to her feet, concealing her body entirely. Her hair
was loose and disheveled, her eyes· enormous in her
colorless face. Her lips moved as if with an effort.
"I heard you' 'she said, "and I knew what you were
doing."
,
I sat back on my heels watching her and said nothing. She seemed to tremble, for the green folds of
the cape shook slightly. I watched her mouth.
She said slowly, "You s·aw them-all-How could
you? Why?"
I looked at her eyes and her mouth saying nothing
still. Without glancing down I put all the letters into
the box and closed the lid. I set the box on the floor.
Suddenly Lilian's body seemed to melt within the
cloak. She sank to her knees and buried her face
in her hands. Some of° her hair fell forward and
touched my hand slightly. I knew she was sobbing,
for her shoulders moved convulsively. After a little
time she rais•ed her head and looked at the box, putting
her fingers out to touch it.
"I was afraid it was you." she said, "who found the
key. George wouldn't have kept still."
The tears were running in uneven paths down her
face and dropping on the green cloth. They soaked
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in, leaving darker spots. She looked at me for awhile
questioningly, then she took my hand in hers and said
"Be kind. Now you know, isn't that enough? Oh'.
don't tell him." Her eyes· were despairing. I know
Lilian realized then that George would make her life
a constant misery if he · knew the truth about her.
Almost I pitied her as though she were a lost animal
a kitten crouching fearful in the cold, but I drew m;
hand away and stood up. As I aros·e I knew a breaking within me, a drawing back from softness and pity,
and so!llehow a deep sadness· at the break. I could feel
the cold creeping through my veins.
I looked into her upturned face with its piteous
frightened eyes and said,
. "_I don't know. Perhaps not." And leaving her
s1ttmg on the floor staring dully at the box I went
back to bed. _I1;1mediately I fell into a deep ~leep for
the _few remammg hours till daylight, waking with a
feelmg of calm and anticipation.
George came home after breakfast and Lilian was
there to meet hit?, her anxiousness barely hidden. All
that day she did not leave me alone with George.
S_om~how she must have known that i could not tell
h1111 111 her presence. Several times I thought she
would go, that she would give in, but each time she
seemed to force hers•e lf to remain with us. I recall
that once I wondered what she would do if I told
George. I knew she had not a j)enny of her own and
she could not return home. She would the~ be
forced to remain. In the evening too, ~he st~yed
close to_ George and they went upstairs together. The
succeedmg day wa~ the same, with Lilian meeting
George _as he came 111 the door, and managing always
to stay 111 the same room with him.
But during those later hours I saw her face change
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and acquire a new dignity and quietnes~. ~lmost _I
was the witness to the groping; of _her identity until
it swung into harmony about its· rightful center. I
cannot say how I knew, but late in the afternoon of
the second day, I realized that she was free, that no~hing I could do to her could affect her ever agam.
Lilian had slipped away from me, and from all fe~r.
Twice I caught her eyes upon me and there was m
them none of the old despair or hate.
After dinner all three of us were in the parlor;
Lilian seated near the door, George across· from her
with a magazine, and I. standi1:g with my back to t~e
window. Lilian sat qmetly with her hands f?lded m
her lap. Her eyes, looking out beyond me mto the
darkness were clear and still, the eyes of one who has
come thr~ugh long travail into peace. I glanced away
from her to George, for I did not wan~ to see the
clarity of her gaze. It was· because of this then, that
I did not know when she r?s·e and _left the ro~m, but
I saw George glance up as 1f surprised; saw him nod
and smile, so that I turned back in time to see the
door close.
My first thought was'.,_Now ! Now I ~an tellbut Lilian's presence lingered in the room hke a palpable thing, and I waited and was l~st .. Fo~ _I could
not tell-could not break George's faith ~n. L1han, nor
could I in my pride tell her. of my dec1s1~n. For a
while I stayed in the room with ~eorge w~1tle h~ rea_d
absorbedly turning the pages of his magazme with his
long nerv~us· hands. Several times I rose and went
to the window behind his chair, but always I _came back
to my own place opposite him. I felt nothmg except
a faint scorn for my own inability to carry out my
plan. George began to nod in his chair and the magazine fell to the floor half-open upon the red roses
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of the Brussels carpet. The fire was dying down.
Shivering, I put a few chunks in the stove and went
to bed.
I could not sleep, and so it was that I did something altogether unprecedented; for rising, I dressed
quickly and muffling myself in a heavy coat, I went
down the back stairs and out into the night. Pausing
just outside the door I looked up into a dark clear
sky swarming with far-away stars. The milky way
flung itself vast and splendid from horizon to horizon,
a filmy blaze of light. There was no moon, but the
snow which stretched whitely over the fields brightened the air, and · rendered distinct every tree and
building. The large barn crouched dark and sullen
under the stars·, and beyond it the smaller sheds and
chicken houses each lay under a heavy furring of
snow. I walked quickly beyond the buildings and into
the gr.eat unknowable loneliness of the shrouded fields·.
My feet left only very shallow marks for the heavy
crust on the snow almost supported my weight. How
long I walked I do not know, for I felt alone in an
infinite empty timeliness. There was no stirring of
life in all the world. No small animal scampered from
under the frigid bushes ; no bird shook the frozen
limbs of the trees.
Only I, silent and small, crawled over the fields,
sucking the air in muffled gasps and leaving the frail
banner of my breath in the air as proof of my life. I
cannot even say where I went, whether to the west or
to the east; but after a time I found myself moving
once more toward the pallid bulk of the house.
I stopped before it, looking up at its blank face ;
hating it, for here, I knew, I would spend the rest of
my life with no possibility of release.
The windows were bleak and dark, and up under the
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peaked roof the single attic window stared like the
empty socket of an eye. As soon as I stopped walking the cold crept up under my coat, chilling me, but
I ~as held for behind that empty attic window I had
sensed a v~gue movement, no more than a faint, pale
stirring. As I watched, the movement became unmistakable. Clearly outlined against the dark were the
pale blur of a face and hands. Before I coul? move
or cry out ( would I have done so, I wonder, _if there
had been time?) a slender dark figure was outlmed ~or
a moment against the white wall of the house, fa~lmg
in a sharp rush with out-flung arms like a great mghtbird to lie in a shadowed, blurred heap not twenty
pac~s from me. I ran to kneel_ ~pon the crisp snow
beside the crumpled body of L1han. She had fallen
on her back and as I leaned over her, I seemed to see
a brief flare of intelligence in the great, widely-opened
dark eyes, but I could not be sure, for as I loo½ed into
her face the wide eyes stared back from n_othm&ness.
My fingers upon her breast felt no answenng stir.
Raising the still head to my knee, I closed Lilian's
eyes pressing down the lids so thaf the long lashes
lay ~pon the curve of the q_uiet cheeks. In the cold
starlight, her face was passionless ; sh~3:n of dreams
and impersonal. It seemed to me that L1han had never
been now that whatever was not of the flesh had
slipp,ed from her.
I am a very strong woman, ~~t it was with the
greatest difficulty t_hat I lifted_ L1han and earned her
into the house, shm and frail as she was, for her
weight s·eemed to slip and pull down from me. . I
laid her upon the couch in the parlor and sat beside
her. As I pushed back my hair I felt a tear upon my
face. I stayed with her till morning and when George
came down he found us there together.
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After Lilian was laid out decently in white, I found
t 11e letters where she had hidden them in her room
and burned them one by one, until they fell in a brittle
curl of ?lack ash. Then I went down to the parlor,
heavy with the scent of. the flowers which George had
had sent up from the city, and slipped the key under
her hand.
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EPISODE

"Bennettsville Episode" marks the retiirn of Franldill Price
who, thoiigh an i1ifreq1tent contributor, invariably maintai1is a
high standard of literary achievement. This offering is a
gripping, movi11,g narrative and will, we predict, hold the
reader's excited interest fro ·m beginning to end.
FRANKLIN PRICE

I got into the dirty town of Bennettsville I walked into one of the two drugstores that I saw and asked a group of men
who were excited over a cheap nickle machine game
how fo get to the DuPont Powder Mill. They told
me that I would have to walk as it was about three
miles back in the woods· and hardly anybody went
around there.
"Is there any connection between Bennett, the big
.shot, and Bennettsville?" I asked them.
The man who was shooting the machine stopped to
answer. "I'll say there is. His ancestors founded
this town, and now there's a tribe of relations around
here. He runs things."
"What kind of a fellow is he? Do you think that
he would give me a job?"
"I'll have to say he's all right. Probably half the
people right here are related to him. I've lived here
for about twenty years, and I don't know his entire
family yet." As an afterthought he added, "Anybody
can get a job in the mills if he wants one."
I expected to hear that. There are a lot of people
who have no work. They won't allow good jops to
slip through their fingers. Of course I knew that the
work was dangerous. Powder is supposed to go off
if a spark gets near it, or if it gets too hot. There
is not a powder company in existence that hasn't
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lost each mill at least once. Anyway I wanted a job
there, because you get good money. The more dangerous the work, the larger the pay.
I wandered out to the street. I saw one of those
towns that are built around one paved road, and wondered if a?y 01:e here cared ~bout anyone else. Finally
a wop with dirty black hair and a scar on his face
came in a _truck. I asked him if he was going up
near the mill. He was· going within a mile of it. I
~ot on and we rode over a paved highway in the direction I wanted to go. The pave looked as if it was
seldom used.
-:Sy the time I arrived at the grounds I felt as if
I were going into a queer spot on the earth that some
evil spirits reserved for a reveling place. The whole
plant looked like a replica of the town, a road down
the center and buildings on each side. Here, however, things were much clearer. There was no one
outside. The place looked like a village deserted long
ago, but never allowed to fall into decay. It might
have been kept by some shrewish, but neat housewife.
Then fr?m nowhere at all Bennett appeared, and
began lookmg toward me. I walked over to him. He
ought to have been a jolly fat man. Instead he was
rather thin. His business suit was perfectly tailored
and his faded hair perfectly combed. He had fixed
a smile on his lips as if he wanted to have it there.
"Glad to have you look around," he said.
It didn't take me long to get the job. He seemed
friendly enough. His appearance was surprising for
a small-town person. He reminded me of a gambler
I once knew.
"Report in a couple of days. I need men in the
~anning mill. That's where you will work. It's the
safest mill of any. Away from the powder bins. The
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l thing that you have to watch is your machine.
on Y
· · ·
I h ave been
T
O men have lost their hands m 1t smce
w
But
I
am
sure
you
will
be
more
careful."
I
h ere.
. th e enon found out that there wasn ' t a mach"me m
:i~r plant that hadn't hurt or killed somebod7.
"I can start working right now," I told him. .
"No, you had better look around, and get acqu_amted
with the different buildings. And ?Y the way, 1£ yo;1
want to smoke you had better do 1t now. We do1: t
allow any smoking in the mills of course. Y ~u will
be searched for matches every day. Th~ last mill that
went up was due to a man in your 111111 who forgot
that he had a match in his hair."
I took out a cigaret, but he insisted that _I take one
of his. We both lit them. He had a peculiar method
of smoking. Instead of allowing the smoke to esca~e
in puffs, he would take a long draw, pu~ker up !11s
lips which gave him a gnomish loo_k and with one flick
of his tongue blew out a smoke rmg.
"Those are fine rings," I said as· I watched t~em
race through the air like tiny clouds. Bennet~ smiled
as if he were pleased that his efforts were noticed.
The plant certainly was a place to keep away from .
Here were firm solid buildings th_at were ~ot real becaus·e at any minute they would disappear hke bu~bles
if the powder exploded. There were large machmes,
made up of a number of grotesque parts that mo_ved
without the slightest sounds. What these machmes
were supposed to do I never found out. All I could
see when I watched closely were a lot of long. rods
moving back and forth, and two heavy planks, hmged
together moving suddenly at regular mtervals as a
snake d~es when he strikes. What the pu;pose of all
this slow hypnotizing motion was I couldn t tel_l.
The men who were employed there were different
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men; however, the work in the presser is S'o dangerous
that I think it is better to have a younger and stronger
person there."
That meant that I had to work with Jack Willard.
As soon as Jack heard that he was to stay where
he was, he said to me,
"Take it easy, buddy, I'm going to have a talk with
Bennett." I knew that he was angry because he wasn't
promoted. When he returned he told me that he had
turned in his resignation and would be through in two
weeks.
"You ought to do it too. There isn't a chance of
anyone's getting anywhere in this place unless he's in
Bennett's family. This job is so easy that you can
learn it in three days. Do you know how long I have
been here? Five years. And the £el-low that just
got out of here was only with me nine months. That's
not the only one I've broken in either."
There was nothing much for me to do. There were
a few tricks to learn which made handling the machine
a lot easier, and I had to stop myself from wincing
every time the powder was crunched down into the
finished can. This was the only mill that gave new
men the job of overseeing the finished product. All
we did was feed a large sheet of tin into the complex
machinery. In about three seconds a large tin can
that had no top was formed. This receptacle would
then be automatically filled with powder. A large
plunger would then press the powder so that it was
tightly packed. Every time the plunger hit the dry
powded it would emit a grating, subdued scream like
an animal that resented being hit, but couldn't do anything about it. Then the top would be clamped on.
I never felt safe until this operation was over.
Willard didn't seem to mind it in the least, however.
3-
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I'd stay he wouldn't have the nerve to grant the request."
Bennett laughed uneasily. "I know that you aren't
going to ask anything like that," he said.
"Yes I am. I'm going to name three men. They are
all good friends of mine, but if you fire just one of
them I'll stay."
Willard had the attitude of one who was enjoying
the part of a leader. "If I should say this gentleman,"
and he indicated me, "you would fire him at once, but
if I should say ... "
Jack had no opportunity to finish. Bennett actually
ran from his. He might as well have dropped on his
knees and begged not to be punched. Anyway, Bennett instantly disappeared. Jack took a drink from a
bottle that was in his coat pocket.
"I am the only one who could get in here with a
bottle. They trust me around here. I am a steadying
influence on the men. I am an institution in this mill."
I found out that he was right in that respect. The
men considered him a sort of lucky charm. Why it
was I couldn't find out. Since he had worked there
several explosions had occurred. It seemed that the
men who had worked under him when they were first
hired always escaped. I felt that powder wouldn't
explode when I was working with it if he was there.
I also made up my mind to something else. I was
going to quit myself as soon as I got a couple of hundred dollars. There were too many undercurrents.
Everything was connected with everything else by some
terrible bond. It would have been all right if I could
have done my work without a thought of the other
people who worked there. Besides I was seeing too
much of Bennett. He would come in all the time and
talk with Willard. Bennett was pleading, and it didn't
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su_it his character. I didn't have any confidence in the
mill when I saw the boss gradually going to pieces.
I finally asked Willard whether he thought Bennett
w~uld care whether the whole place blew up or not.
Willard laughed.
"Here's a funny thing. It's a secret. He would
~are if it blew up and no one was here. However, if
1t ,:7ent o"!f_ and most of the workers were here with
the1r families, he would probably be greatly relieved."
"In other words, he's sort of inhuman?" I asked.
"Not at all.
He was born with one trait that he
will never outlive. You'll find it out if you are here
long enough, so I'll tell you. It's family pride. Do
you know that there are only about ten men working
here, who are n?t related to him. This mill is just
an excuse for him to pay out exorbitant salaries to
his second cousins so that they will have the biggest
houses and the best clothes."
I soon realized that Willard was not a servant who
was devoted to his master. He made no effort to excuse ~ennett on t~e grounds that he was caught in
the swirl of ~ometh1~g that was too powerful for him.
The ~nly logical e~d111g to the affair was for Bennett
to retire and let Willard run the busines·s.
_Late t!1at afternoon, Benne~t came _to the canning
mill ~ga111. He had more difficulty 111 opening the
large iron door than usual: He looked weary, because
he was stooped over. His clothes didn't seem to fit
well. Even that forced smile of his couldn't appear
It was work for him to talk.
·
"Jack," he said, "I'm going to give you five thousand dollars to stay here. I'll write out a check at
once."
I k_ept loo½ing at the fantastic machine that was
clumsily pack111g the powder in cans. Jack refused,
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d Bennett dragged himself out again. I watched
ah:11 through the window. Before he got out of the
m
· a cigarette
·
.
danger
zone, he began smok111g
an dbl ow111g
smoke rings. I looked. at Jack, and wondered wh~t
made him so important 111 the eyes of _every one. His
face was nothing but a portray_al of q_mck temper. ~e
was friendly with no one. His carnage was so. an ogant that it seemed there was no one worth his defiance. If that powder had been sand, his job wouldn't
have been too hard for a high school boy.
While Bennett was outside I saw a man approach
him. The man had a large head, and the shifty smi_le
of a person who never works unless he can help 1t.
Willard saw them too and remarked that another one
of Bennett's relations· must want some money. The
two men hadn't talked for one minute before Bennett
reached in his pocket and took out a pocketb~ok, that
looked as if it were padded with fifty-dollar bills. ~e
paused while his lips moved, probably fr~m say111_g
"how much?" then handed at least five bills to his
relation.
"He doesn't seem to mind handing money out,"- I
said.
"He has to do it, because his tribe are su_ch a worthless bunch " replied Jack. "I am not go111g to have
any part i~ it any longer. I'm through, thank God."
"Won't you miss anything around here when you
leave?"
i
"The only thing I'll miss will be a lot of free dinners· that Bennett used to give for me. We both sat
at the table for hours, sometimes, and talked over all
the details of running this place. Wheneve_r I had a
good idea, he used it and I'd find a bonus m my envelope at the end of the week. I tell you I used to
run this place just as much as he." After a paus·e he
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a?ded, "The men. won't chip in and buy diamond
r~ngs or Fr~nch railroad watches for me at Christmas
time. It will seem funny not to get presents from a
lot of men who hardly ever speak to you."
"They must be very supsrstitious in this mill " I
observed.
'
."It all has i~s roots in the fact that I have never been
slightly hurt m an explosion, and I have seen man
of them."
.
y
"Then there aren't going to be any touching scenes
on your last day here? You aren't going to turn at the
ga~,e and ha;7e one la~t look before you go?"
You can t love this place. Even if every one here
w.11s perf~ct. These things aren't real. This machine
looks so!1? becau~e it's made of metal, but merely
because 1t s here 1t can vanish in less than one-tenth
?f a second. You can see that everything around here
1s r~ther new. It never has a chance to get old. They
don t even have old men working here."
I soon decided one thing. I wasn't going to stay
there myself, unless Jack was there. I have played
cards enough so that I no longer believe in lucky
charms, yet I couldn't trust any of the others· who
worked here. It was true that I didn't know them at
all, yet they all had such strained faces and moronic
stares that I knew I would soon be in that condition
myself. Even Bennett was getting that way lately.
~e looke<:1 wo:se than I ever saw him when I turned
m my res1gnat10n.
"I'm sorry, " I to Id him
. but I'm going to leave as
soon a_s you get another man to take my place. If
you will let me go at once I won't even argue about
the three days' pay that you owe me."
. He didn't even protest. He had changed greatly
m the few days I had known him. Maybe he thought
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I was the cause of the whole trouble. That made no
difference to me, however. I was glad when he told
me that I could leave at once.
"You may leave right now, if you want to," he s•aid.
"Take your week's pay."
"I'll only take three days. I'm not one of your relations."
He squinted quickly when I said that, but I turned
immediately and went to the canning mill to get my
coat and anything else that I might have left there.
As usual Jack was there.
"I'm leaving," I told him.
Without taking the time to draw a breath he said,
"vVell, that finishes my job, too. I'll leave with you."
We both left together. It was hot and dusty, and
we carried our coats. The men knew we were leaving and there was a tenseness in the air. True to his
predictions Willard did not look around for one last
memory. Bennett was not there to bid us good-bye.
He must have seen us going.
"This will probably be the best thing that has happened to Bennett in years," said Jack
The day after that I had not left the town. I had
just about decided that there was nothing to do and
that I ought to be leaving, when the entire town seemed
to take one leap and then settle back into place again.
I looked in the direction of the mills. There was a
huge cloud of clear, white smoke belching upwards,
and as I watched it it took the form of a gigantic
smoke ring. Everybody came to the street and looked
towards the smoke whispering "The mill, the mill!"
There was no rush of people toward the place of disaster. They just stood mumbling to each other. I
heard some say that it sounded louder than usual.
After about five minutes· of surprising quiet three or
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four sirens began to blow in the distance, and as they
got louder it was seen that two fire trucks and a couple
of ambulances were going to the scene of the explosion. There was no evidence of any tragedy. The
s·moke now looked like a great cloud that was about to
take its place in the sky. News finally came that the
mills had all been demolished. At least five men had
been killed. Evidently Bennett hadn't been there.
No one knows what causes these explosions. All
evidel').ces disappear. No man can get near enough
to tell and live. There is not even a drop of the victims' blood left. Some people say that most of them
are caused because friction makes· some parts of the
machinery too hot. Others say that if an electrical
storm is coming up, the heavily charged air causes a
spark to generate in the powder. Or maybe somebody
gets· careless.
I left the town about an hour after the catastrophe.
If the entire plant went up Bennett would never rebuild it, and the town of Bennettsville will soon be
as deserted as one of the Alaskan gold rush settlements.
I wouldn't be surprised to hear that Jack Willard
and Bennett often play poker together to pass away
evenings.
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"The Paradox of Munitions'' is a vital, lively discussi~n of
e of the challenging problems of our day. It has timely
~i~nificance an1 will undoubtedly provide food for tho11ght as
well as entertainment.
REGINALD

T.

CLOUGH

Bedford Park, a quiet village green in rural
England stands a war memorial, a cannon captured b; the local regiment from the Germans.
On one side of the cannon is engraved the names of
the English soldiers who were killed in that advance.
On the other side is the manuf~cturer's name: The
English Vickers, Ltd. Here
the parad~x confronting one in a study of mumt10ns product10n and
their international sale. On the one hand are the honored dead; on the other, th~ names of _their countrymen who supplied the materials' for then- death. One
may ask why these men are conspirators._ They are
conspirators because they have no loyalties, because
theirs is the sword that knows no brother, because
theirs is .the incentive that values gold more than
human life, and this, in a word, shows what a ~oubleedged sword it is that the armament makers wield.
The international trade in arms is•by no means a new
practice. In 1899 British sail?~s and s?!diers were
killed by British guns that British mumt10ns manufacturers had sold to the Boers·. The armament factories of the United States furnishe~ the Cu~anSpanish army with guns for use agamst Amencan
soldiers. In 1914 Germans were killed by Ger1;1an
auns sold to King Albert of Belgium and Czar Ni~h~las of Russia. Great Britain had built th~. Turk:sh
navy before the war; in the Darda~elles British ships
were destroyed by British-made mmes and shattered
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by British cannon. These are but a few of the countless examples of the results of the importation and exportation of arms and munitions.
These businesses have not limited their transactions
to finished products, as one may at first surmise. In
the Manchester Guardian, a conservative English news-_
paper, was an excerpt from a speech by Rear Admiral
Consett, the British naval attache in Sweden during
the World War. Consett said: "In 1915 England exported to Sweden twice as much nickel as the two
previous years put together. Of the total imports of
504 tons, seventy were immediately reshipped to Germany. But it can be said that the total importations
served the nee~s of Germany, for the remaining 434
tons were used m Sweden for the manufacture of munitions." This statement, emanating from an officer
high in rank in. the British navy, was followed by
others so denuncrntory that finally the English government intervened and the practice was stopped. France,
equally as much as England, enjoyed her international
trade during the war. French industries maintained
t~ Germany a steady stream of glycerin, nickel, copper,
011, and other raw materials as well as fi'nished arms.
Germany, in !Urn, sent France iron and steel and parts
for war machines. In the main these shipments were
carried on through neutrals, Holland, Sweden, and
Denmark serving as· useful intermediaries. Sales were
made from enemy to neutral and thence to enemy. At
one stage of the World War German troops were
within .firing range of the Briey Basin, the center of
France's rich iron and steel mills. If the Germans
had bombed this village, the war might have ended
immediately. But Briey was never destroyed because
the arms· merchants of the two nations had an agreement never to cut off each other's source of supplies.
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And these ~en we:e controlling the manoeuvers of
their respective armies.
Gne more example of the part the merchants of
death play in the administrations of :B:uropean govnments has recently been brought to hght. In 1933
Hitler sued a German journal~st for having mad~. the
statement that Skoda, the leadmg European mumtlons
concern, and through Sk<;>~a, Schnie~er-Creus_ot, the
French company, had contributed to his campaign_ expenses. When Hitler was challenged to make a 1irect
denial that this was true, he stormed from the witness
stand cursed the opposing lawyer for a Jew, and never
specifically answered the question. In other wor_ds,
as the record of that court now st~ds, the leadmg
munitions· manufacturers, not only m Germany, ~mt
also in France, joined forces in their support behmd
the one man most capable of stirring up a new outbreak of foternationc1:l anarchy in Europe. And by a
curious coincidence (here is where the sword presents
its other gleaming edge) the deWend el _controlled
newspapers in Paris immediatel_y broke _out m a storm
of denunciation against the Hitler regime and called
for fresh guarantees of security again~t the m_e~ace
of rearming Germany. And deWendel is a subsidiary
company of the Skoda enterprise.
There is an obvious quality of incredibility about
facts like these. One coming upon them for the first
time will do well to believe that they are facts, not
fictitious words of a rabid pacifist. And yet a careful
survey of both sides of tl!is controversial iss~e will
show that they do not depart from the trut~ m ~ny
way. The trade in arms is tl-3:e 013:ly trade m whic~1
an order obtained by a competitor mcreases the business of his rivals. The ideal of the armament maker
is to disturb peace and to prolong wars. In the World
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War every time a man was killed on either side, the
cost of the struggle rose by $25,000. Naturally with
gold flowing as freely as this into the pockets of the
i:1erchants of death, their busines·s prospered in proportion to the number of men deprived of life. It was a
business venture for them, and the longer it lasted
the greater was their profit; the more deaths th;
larger the dividends.
'
Facts concerning the ethics of arms makers are
unbel_ievable. In_ 1933 one British firm was supplying
14 different nat10ns· with munitions, two of which
were at war. One leader in the same firm made the
statement: "We don't care who's having a whack at
whom, woviding we get the order." The Manchester
,Guardian of December 14, 1931, in reporting the
sp~ech"of a govern11:ent official, quoted him as having
said: The Hungarian government obtained a loan
from the armament firm of Schneider at Creusot in
order to buy war materials. When Schneiders asked
to be repaid, the Hungarian government could not produce the money. Thereupon the French nation lent
Hungary the amount necessary to repay the Schneider
firi:1. This_ 1:1-oney ~as tr~nsmitted to Hungary by the
Umon Paf_!s1enne, m which the Schneider firm owns
th~ controlling interest." An American parallel of
this would be Germany's borrowing funds from the
B~thlehem Steel Company to buy arms. Germany
might be unable to pay, and so the United States would
lend the money, and ins~ead of sending it through a
Federal Reserve Bank, 1t would be sent through a
bank owned by the Bethlehem Steel Company.
One should not for a moment think that the international trade of armaments and munitions is confined
to Europ_e~n countries alone. Frank Sheridan Jones,
the mu111t10ns agent for the Remington Arms· and
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Federal Laboratories, Inc., rece~tly remarked: "We
certainly are in one hell of a busmess, ":'h_ere a fellow
has to wish for trouble so as to make a hvmg, the only
consolation being, however, if we don't get _the business someone else will. It would be a terrible state
of affairs if my cons'cience bothered me now.
England and France are the largest exporters of arms,
it is true. However (here is where this J:?roblem becomes of imminent importance to Americans), tl:e
United States is the third largest exporter of arms m
the world. Therefore, it is the obvious duty of every
citizen of this nation to give the present issue complet_e
support and attention, and in no sense to pass over 1t
as unimportant. The cry of the arms makers themselves is neither loud nor fundamentally true. They
allege that international tra~e is the £~ult_ of the _several nations, that even opposm~ countries .111 war_ times
want and need to buy materials from mdustries of
0 ther governments in order to fully protect themselves.
But frquently, the power of munitions manufacturers
is so great that it has exte?~ed t<? influenc~ the functions of the governing adm1mstrations. This. has been
supported by a report of a Leag~e of N atlons s_ubcommittee which placed four mam charges agamst
arms concerns·. First, that armament makers have
fomented war-scares. Second, that they have attempted to bribe government officials. Third, that
they have spread false r_eports con~er~ing military ~nd
naval programs of foreign countries 111 order to stimulate armament expenditure. Fourth, that they have
sought to influence public opinion through the control
of the Press. Thes·e charges may at first seem incredible, and yet on closer observa~ion they are. true without any question, for centuries of experience have
taught thinking people that the greatest guarantee of
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peace 'is not a strong national defense. Instead it is
an international outlook and attitude and a sense of
world co-operation and organization.
At the present period of writing a plan has been advanced for the prohibition of the exportation of arms
and munitions from the United States. This program
has received the support of the President and will
probably gain the approval of Congress. Its execution may require several years, but it can be accomplished. Other obnoxious evils of society have been
denounced and removed, and despite the strength of
the sword wielded by armament makers, it has' recently
been dulled and may soon be entirely shattered. Slavery was seen by thinking citizens as an obstacle to the
advance of civilization, and it no longer exists in
America. More recently white slavery, so-called, has.
been almost entirely wiped out. The importation of
drugs into this country has been curbed. And yet
this and other nations still allow the wholesale slaughter of young men, the first citizens of any land.
The exportation from this country and the trade
between nations of arms and munitions is one of the
most obviously obnoxious evils existent in the world
today. It must be stopped. The United States· must
no longer allow the Krupps, the deWendels, the
Schneiders, the Vickers, and the Bethlehem Steel Companies to plan the deaths of its youth. It must no
longer wage wars permitting its· soldiers to be shot
down by bullets manufactured in the State of Delaware nor by cannon produced in Pennsylvania.
Instead it must intervene in this wholesale slaughter. Its prohibition, to avert another world disaster,
must be executed immediately. Other nations will
doubtless be hesitant in adopting prohibitory laws, but
if the United States should lead, others· would soon

follow. For it will be by an interference of this sort,
and by no other means, that we. can be a~sured of
world peace, of life, of the pursuit of ~appmess, and
.of an existence more closely approachmg that type
of living intended for us when this earth was created.
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We are glad to welcome again to our pages. a representative
work of. one of last year's mos~ faithful contributors, John
Clark f!il!s, the creat01: of !fie B:itt Cycle in swamp literature.
Mr. Bills _latest ojferm[!, Molls Conversion," is a strongly
flavored vignette smacking of the wind-swept reaches of the
upper St. Johns.
The side of the shell mound facing the river had been cut
away sharply by floods. Naked layers of oyster snail and
clam shells glea_med. They _marked the epochs ~f geologic
change! the. commg and passmg of nomadic races at a time
when the Nile Valley yet knew nothing of the spade nor the
Euphrates her first plantings. At the edge of the mound
fifte~n fe~t above the muck of the river flats, there balanced'
leanmg nver""'.ard, a half dozen palmettos. The next flood
""'.o~ld 11;ndermme them and the marks of the first survev still
distmgu1shable on. the slim trunk of the tallest tree wou'ld be
lost. From the river edge the mound sloped eastward• palmettos, gums and oaks, deep-rooted in the soil
'
To the west, the winding waters of the St.· Johns and the
mud flats; to the east, the tangled growth of a sub-tropical
forest. An_d on the cres~ of the mound a shack. The roof
was galvanized. shee_ts of iron, the walls of unmatched boards,
the fl~or of native pme, hand-sawn. A half partition separated
the kitchen from the larger room facing the river. A crude
table, a half dozen. benches, a handsome rocker; greasy plates
on the table, tar111she4 cutlery on a shelf, stale coffee in a
soot~d pot, a lamp with a cracked chimney-such were the
furmshmgs.
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chair creaked as Moll, the woman of the
nver muck, rocked it jerkily. Her red eyes
were fixed on a curtain stretched across one
corner of the room. Behind the curtain was a little
hammock of crocus sacks. In it lay a baby.
"01 tomcat," she growled drunkenly, "I kilt him but
he left me that ?rat. Gone t'hell, he has, where he'd
oughter be. W1sht he'd took the little 'un with him
I'd oughter ... "
'
H~
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But she lifted her huge figure from the chair, staggered to the curtain and pulled it aside. The breathing of the sleeping baby was quietly regular. Moll's
clenched hands opened, she tucked the dirty piece of
blanket closer.
Palm trees about the shack waved fronds' which
rustled in the clear night air and rattled against the
aalvanized roof. Just such fronds· as these were
:trewn as He rode humbly into the temple on this day
nineteen hundred and more years ago. Palm Sunday
was closing, but the woman of the m\,td flats, the Pig
woman, had forgotten such things.

***

It was Easter - the afternoon was half spent and
the sun already halfway down. Two men on horseback were winding a tortuous path through a vinetangled forest of gum and oak and palmetto. The
day had been warm, the horses were white under the
girths and the men spoke slowly, softly.
"So yuh think yuh kin CO!}ver~ her, eh, parson?"
It was" Sheriff Mac, who rode like the hump on a
camel's back, but limped when he walked. Out in the
Everglades years before he had outshot three members
of the notorious Ashley gang but he would always
carry one of their slugs in his knee.
"She ain't afeared o'man ner- devil," he contim.led,
"Th' ain't a cowboy on the river flats thet dares fool
with her ; she shoots their hogs and beeves and they
jist charge hit off tuh profit a~d_ loss .. Shot her 0w~
dad with buckshot an' h'd a died too iffen he hadn t
got back of a palmetter. As 'twas she blowed both
pockets off'n his pants."
"I know, Mac." The other rider spoke in low tones.
It had been a hard day for him. "I know, Mac, but
this is Easter. Somehow during the service this morn4-
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in~ I ~ouldn't get Moll out of my mind. Seemed like
t~is· big hummock here was opening and there was a
lighted path through it and I was riding down it. At
the end was a shack and Moll. Probably it was because just before the service Jack Durrance, you
know, the fisherman, told me there was a baby in the
shack.
Sheriff Mac grunted.
"When she _shot her dad, he got mad, and gues·sed
he'd sort. o' slipped, up on ~isciplinin' his dorter, and
he come m to us an complamed. Yuh see his rabbit's
foot. ';as in one, pocket an' he puts lots· o' store in his
rabbit s foot an there warn't nothin' left of hit but
fur."
"Moll never had a chance; brought up by such a
father, a~d her mother dead." The parson's thin lips
moved silently for a moment. Mac took off his ten
g~llon hat. Perhaps it was the heat, for he mopped
his sleeve over his brow ; perhaps it was that these
eternal. woods alway~· affected him that way, for they
were his sanctuary. Or perhaps the secr~t lay in the
unspoken appeal of . the parson . . . Was it "Father
f?rgive then:i for the~, know not .... " or was it "Thy
sms ~e forgi_ven . : . . Mac's· knowledge of the Bible
consisted chiefly m his boyish admiration of the lad
with a sling shot who killed a giant and the snake that
he th~ught had taught women how to talk. At 'home
~ometimes he wished the snake had struck rather than
mstructed.
. "But the <:ussedest thing she did was shootin' thet
nver ~at Bnt. He Joved her, Brit,., did. Mild, doeeyed little chap he was. Never killed nothin' 'cept
snakes·; n_ever stole nothin.' Don't think: he ever even
brewe~ hisself a run o' mash-though he'd sometimes
buy a Jug and go off by hisself and git high and mighty
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drunk. They say that's what he done a year ago
Christmas' an' that he got to f~el~n' lonesome an_d
pitying hisse!f. an'. rowed up th nver to share his
Christmas spmts with Moll.
"How did you hear that, Mac?"
"Brit done th' shoppin' fer th' two o' 'em an' th'
ferryman down the river had kno';'e~ him. fer years,
Brit told him. I guess Moll sort o liked him at_ first;
He done as she told him ; even tended to her still an
took the rat poison to th' ferryman to sell. That's
how they got their vittals, swapped likker for 'em."
"And you knew about that, M~c ?"
.
"Well, parson, they's some thmgs a shenff knows
and he don't know. What you eddicated fellers call
di-plomacy. Then somethin' happens-like a shoo tin'
-an' they knows dogged well what they didn't know.
Anyways, they'd set up housekeepin', Moll and Brit,
an' homekeepin's· alright even iffen they does sort o'
try things out afore they gits th' parson. Leastwise
nobody did no complainin' ."
"Do they know that Moll killed Bri~
"No, cain't prove hit on her. B_nt s boat_ dnfted
miles down the river. Water was high and hit ~usta
slipped over the banks. Couple o' bullet holes· in th'
bottom. Funny how Brit got out, fer the cowboys
found his body hung over a sand bar an' he was drilled
plumb through the neck and head. Couldn't find no
bullets an' the cattle'd mushed out any footprints along
the banks."
The parson's· horse suddenly jumped sideways ~nd
was in the thicket before his rider could hold him.
Mac's revolver spat. "Smart horse," he grinned.
"Thet's one rattler thet didn't give no warnin' and
didn't git none."
"Mac, last week Jake showed me your scrapbook
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with all t!le d rawmg
·
of sn_ akes and funny faces and
deer and so on. H ow d id you learn to make such
sketches."
"D on 't Imow-Just
·
born thet-a-wa
D
h"
I was a kid in school; jist cain't h~i
o1;1e, it whe?
and makin' pictures. Oughter h d b p totm _a pencll
I
,. ' t d f
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a een an artist chap
gues:;,
in the sheriffi n ' busmess
.
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•
1 y were con1111g to a clearing a s I f .
and swamp grass Be
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' . wa e o reeds
mound and the sl~ack. yon t 11e clearing was the shell

let
· "Better
· 1·1
I me git along ahead ' " M ac sai"d "Moccas1~~y1 {es t 1et sort o' grass."
'
Mac ?~u arrested Moll for that shooting, didn't you,
"Arrested I Hell ,
and I means .hell. M/~~~eJm\ pardsoMn-bno, I s•aid hell
here on
· h
,
ac an
rey come out
off
. e mgFt an g~abbed her while she was s'leepin'
a Jag.
ought hke a wildcat she did wh
come to 'fore we got her in th' 11 B
'
en she
prove nothin'."
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ut we couldn't
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Be'f~:e: t\~:~
tt~e t~~a:tstern fringe of the mound.
flats and the river Th handd beyond that the mud
·
e s a ows of the palmett
were Iengthening eastward Th h d
oes
of the pa
, r h
·
ey a reached the end
rdson s ig ted path through the hammock
,
the y pause .
''I'll go in," said the parson
"We'll go in together," .rul~d Mac
lhe shack was silent, not even the creak of the
ro~, er, for Moll was asleep in it.
Some calls her 'Sow Woman'" M
.
"Only most of the pigs is under the floo~~' whispered,

***
"H
He nitlt1~ ~i~-~;,_;~t~ey ~~~ r~eu-sahllo'st got. comhp'ny."
gun 111 t e cor-
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ner by her and his fingers told him that the automatic
in his pocket was ready.
Moll opened red eyes, cursing.
"You-all's got comp'ny," Mac repeated, "the parson
here's come t' hold Easter worship meetin' with yuh."
Moll knew the sheriff; he had proved himself before.
So she rocked, her chair creaked and she said hoarsely,
"Well, yuh skunk's litter, git t' it."
So the parson opened his Testament and read the
story of the world's greatest tragedy, the epic of the
world's' greatest love. And as he read and talked,
Sheriff Mac, who had drawn pictures since he made
mud pies, fished a lumberman's pencil from his pocket
and began to make pictures on the whitewashed wall.
First a snake, then a pig. The baby watched him
quietly from its hammock-the glow of the setting sun
shafted brightly through the western window-a spotlight zone where Mac's pencil traced. A spider's
shadow was clear cut on the wall. Then he drew a
man's head. The features were those of Brit. But
Moll did not see, for from where she squatted, the
wall was a brilliant reflect of light. The fog of liquor,
the kindly voice of the parson dulled Moll's curiosity.
"And on his head they placed a crown of _thorns ..."
The pars'o n's words stuck in Mac's ears a moment
before he understood them. Then he, too, had a.
v1s1on: Brit was the martyr who had served, and
loved, and been killed for his loving.
Quietly he left the shack in search .of a thorn bush ;
finding none he broke off a branch of Florida holly.
He hung t:he branch on a rusty na:il at the top of the
pictu11e.
"We will be going," said the parson, rising from his
knees. "I will be back again, for I want you to be-
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lieve that though they killed Him, yet He rose again
and He lives."
Then the two riders departed. Without words, each
absorbed in his own thoughts, they mounted and rode
into the darkening forest.
Moll followed them to the door. She took her shotgun from the corner and then stepped out on the
mound. She wanted to get away from the room, for the
parson's words had filled it like smoke. She didn't
understand; she was uneasy. Starting for the river,
she heard a tiny cry in the shack.
·
"Th' brat," she snarled, turning back.
She came to the window and looked in. The light
from the s'inking sun had moved northward on the
whitewashed wall. Her eyes moved to the wall.
"Damn," she growled, "I shot yuh onct and yuh
cain't come back. Damn-."
Her eyes clouded by liquor and rage clothed the penciled outline with flesh.
"Damn."
There was the man she hated, the man who had left
her the brat.
The lighted path had closed to the parson somehow.
He was not satisfied. The only way out was by the
shack. He turned back.
Moll roared inchoately and poking her shotgun
through the window, shouted, "I'll git yuh this time."
As the parson rounded the corner of the house, Moll
pulled the trigger. So intent was she upon her wild
murder that she did not hear him as he approached
behind her .
. The smoke in the shack slowly cleared away and
through the haze in the glow of the setting sun, the
features of Brit, splintered and torn, stood out on
the opposite wall. And where the berries had been,
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s of crimson; they seemed to run down _
were splashe s· from a crown of thorns.
over the face a d Moll her gun slipping to the ground,
"God!" gaspe_
"God I've killed him."
her body slumping,
'
"Yes ou have killed
"Yes," said the parson soif
Hin: 1e is not dead
. but though
'
Him,
,, you have 1 e
listen•· ·
· d
...
'
came through the wm ow.
A ba~y s cryd d Moll Lo He has risen, He will
"He 1s not ea , ,,
'
'
be with you always.

rd
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RONDEAU

-

MARY MCGONIGAL
OMEN must weep, as they say, and men be
_fighting;
She is ·a harp, and he is a sword for smiting.
Thin white dawns, when the larks upstart
Th·e te are tears, and catching breath, and the
wrenc_hed hands part,
And t~e st!rrup cup is brought, with a kiss for
phghtmg.

W

She ~s a harp of strings for love's delightmg,
Small use for war, leaning against the heart;
Wea!(, and J?Ut by from men's war, from
its blastmg and blighting,
Women must weep.
A h:1ndred notes to the song, parting, uniting;
A si1;gle edge to the sword, for error's rightmg.
Is it so strange, in the dawn, with a smart
Suddenly under the lids, when the bright larks
&~
All for the pitiful world and love's requiting,
Women should weep ?
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1917

A
·

ANNA totl'ISE ]ONES
SMALL round colored pin upon ~ map i~ moved;
a watch consulted; then a whistle shrills,
and wave on wave of crouching m~n s~rge up
like awkward apes intent upon their kill
beneath the whine of winged deathspewed out up·on the scarred and wounded
earth
from mud . . . fr.om silence that decays the
heart . . .
.
h
from waiting that breeds maggots m t e
mind ... to stagger on
intent on burying Death within the heart
of Hun, Poilu, T. Atkins and Doughboy.
A small round colored pin upon a map is moved ;
cigars are passed around ; . .
.
the talk goes on through dnftmg stiatas of
blue smoke ...
"OuR Sector wiped out by fire of our own guns!
... technical error . . . !"
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POETRY SECTION

YESTERDAY

SMOKE

LENNOX ALLEN

S

o there is tomorrow
A quee~ looking da;;
I fear 1t and so
I will just look away.

Yesterday loved me
A ?right day it was'
With flo_wers and sunshine
And honey bees buzz.
Be~old! it was lovely
A hfet1me of joy
A fast fleeting moment
The heart of a boy.
'
Tomorrow may come
With its terror and fear
But yesterday, beautiful '
Always· is near.
'
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match has flowered now beneath my hand
And here is fire whispering on the wood
With clear, unconstant, yellow-brilliant tongues,
Releasing by its pure, ecstatic heat,
The simplest essence of the strong-grained tree
Which lifts, freed of its form, to that blue reach
Where streams of birds in high-flung, glistening
air
Spin lightly on a wind and sift the sun
With · fragile freedom of a feather-tip.
HE

But what fierce fire can free an earth-bound
mind
To reach in deep, forgetful liberty
Beyond the still and cryptic heart of dusk?
Ah, you are lost, and I along with you.
Too conscious both, too sharp and separate,
Held close within this brittle cage of bone,
Environed by the mortal dust of man.
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must you waste your time in prayer,
With words· so vacant, meaning naught,
When that staunch tree with branches bare
Looks to heaven without speech
And praises all that God has wrought?
H~

Why speak these words you do not feel?
Th_e yellow crocus sprouting there
Will show appreciation real
And reverence in the smallest thing
That God created out of air.
Why kneel, and think how hard the floors
While on_e man says the prayers for all? '
The boy m laboring with his chores,
The poor man working through the day
Hear wors~ip in the catbird's call.
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Adelantado swore not too gently, as for the
hundredth time his foot slipped in the soggy
marshland and he found himself splashing
knee-deep in water and ~nud. Rain sl_uiced from the
limp edges of his hat; ra11: beat 1:pon ht~ sodden cl?thing whenever a gust of wmd whipped his cloak aside;
his feet were numb in the heavy boots. The blackn~ss
was 50 thick he could scarcely see the man stumbling
ahead of him-the Frenchman whose hands were
bound with the rope he held twisted in his own hand.
A few minutes before, the last pine torch had sputtered out.
"Valdes! Valdes!" he shouted above the roar of the
wind in the cypress.
"Senor?"
Menendez grasped the wet sleev; of his . camJ?master. "Can't keep this up. We 11 be gomg m
circles-rear'll march out o' sight and hearing. Pass
the word back to halt. No one moves till dawn!"
"Yes, senor!" The young man splashed . a~ay
through the darkness, shouting the order. A s1m1lar
messenger went to the vanguard; t~en ~edro Menendez de Aviles Adelantado of Flonda, like any common soldier, ~rapped his cloak more tightly around
him and leaned against the shaft of a huge cypress.
He turned his head back and let the ram sweep
across his face, heedless. There was a certain relief
in yielding to the elements. Strength to endurestrength to force the others to endure-these were

T
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the words his brain kept repeating like a prayer.
More than words, it was an iron emotion possessing
him that kept him rigid with desperate determination.
Go on they must to the French fort ahead. Grimly,
he hoped he would not have to shoot any of his own
men down for insubordination; men were precious in
this wild new land a thousand leagues of sea away
from the sunny Spanish homeland.
Spain, however, meant no joy to him. His whole
being flamed with sudden emotion as into his weary
mind came memory of the inhuman deed done upon
his foster-son Pedro by one Hernando Cosas, steward,
and one Helene Martineau, nurse. They had stripped
Pedro of his sanity, robbed him beyond hope of recovery. Thinking of the army of spies he had sent
throughout Europe to search for these two, he smiled
bitterly; they would not find it easy to escape retribution. Yet would he ever discover them? They
were clever, and the world was large.
The French prisoner's quavering voice roused him.
"I recognize it now, m'sieur, the path. It lead up
that little hill before us."
Menendez became conscious that the heavily clouded
sky now held a diffuseness of wan light-enough to
reveal trunks of tall, bare cypress trees standing funereally about them, to reveal uprooted bushes, tangled
vines, branches and leaves clogging the gray marsh.
"Very well, let's go. We can see our way now
Valdes!"
"Yes, senor I"
"I will be with the vanguard. Send the order
back to follow us, follow, under penalty of death!"
The Spaniards around him bunched ominously. It
was four days now they had spent under the pouring
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.
through swampland. Their powder
.
trampmg
sk ies,
h · r biscuit soggy•
.
was wet, .t ei 't ,, Menendez heard someone mutte1.
"Astunan cori o,. 'nk * * *"
. ,,
1 d us into this si
"To ea ' h Ot food back at San Augustm.
"Theres
h' * * *"
"Let's get back out
t ~s
1.
d them "Who
.
f
I" Menendez s v01ce w 11ppe
"Back '
back' ? Half a league from the nest o
dares say Go heretics and you'd turn away? No,~
the Lutheran
'I Every man goes forwar?,
while I command dyoul 1 "or stays here a rottmg
h' swor sow y,
d
he drew butis none go back ·I Do you understan me
corpsedi"

?£

And now, for~:~ed toward him venomously." "Yo.u
One man
fool's errands any longe~ ! .His
will not lead du~i o~ Menendez, expecting this, se1ze_d
dagger flashe
g . d 'th a strong thrust, ran his
the hand quickly, an ,w1b Ody The soldier collapsed
h the man s
•
d b'
sword t·h roug
·nto t h e b rus h , but soon the mud choke is
screammg I d
urveyed his gaping men.
•
Menen ez s
"F
cnes.
?" There was no movement.
or" Anyone else.
b that my commands are to
d
then
and
remem
er
war,
,;
be obeyed.
h d
d through the grayness.
.
h
fil f en splas e a11ea
The
e
o
m
h
'
silent
journeymg, t ey
After perhaps half an .our s
reached the top of th e h~~- ,, said the Frenchman,
"The fort IS down hert f om where we stand.
"about three arquebush s o
r with its nose in the
It is shape like the-t e we ge-

d

r

east."
.
h
d down the path to
Valdes and Martm Oc_ oa ~ te the waiting Spanreconnoitre. A sh~rt t~m~•s:ance It was time for
iards heard shouts m e I
a . mound and kept
action. Menendez leapt upon
crying:

If
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"Santiago ! At them ! God is helping! Victory!
The French are killed! The camp-master is inside
the fort and has captured it!"
The men began to plunge forward through entangling vines, eager now in the prospect of immediate
action. A few minutes' hard running and they broke
out into a cleared field surrounding the French stronghold. A half a dozen workmen outside the walls were
running toward the open gates. Valdes sped after
them over the soft, muddy ground, and the crowd of
Spaniards, yelling wildly, followed him. He thrust
open the pastern gate and slashed at the keeper who
had been tugging at the bolts. Into the streets the
Spaniards poured, hacking with savage delight at the
French, many of whom, started from their early morning sleep, were fleeing in their night-clothes. A trumpet screamed victory; the sodden yellow banner of
Spain, lifted to the wind, flapped dismally around its
standard ; swords clashed ; men shouted ; and red blood
mixed with wet gray sand in the streets.
Meanwhile, when a score or so of soldiers had run
past him, Menendez ordered Francisco de Castenada
to take his place crying victory to the men behind.
Then he pushed forward among his men and came at
top speed to the crude little town within the wooden
walls.
"Under penalty of death," he shouted as he ·went,
"let no man kill or wound any woman or boys under
fifteen!" This order was echoed through the streets.
He had reached the square at the center of the town
when young Valdes stepped from one of the larger log
buildings.
.
"Will this do for your headquarters, senor? It is
the best place I've found * * *"
He was interrupted by a commotion in the next
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or burst open, and two figures strughouse. The do bl d out into the street. One Megling together ~un~ :s Gonzalo Villarroel, his sernendez r_eco!n~:ewind billowed the brown cloak <?f the
geant-maJor t~ hide the face, but by the long skirt he
other so as
man He sprang forward.
•
it to be a wo
.
d "?
knew
! D" dn't you hear my or er .
"Hold, there
t
.
lin fi ure and held it
Villarroel mastered the stt~1d ~ea~. I'm obeying
still. "Senor 1t~a~~~fci 'a killed herself. _Stand
your orders. .
nd learn from himself, if you
forth there, m1strbess, ~ I" He thrust her from him.
must that you'll e sadel. 0 ked defiantly at Menendez.
d her head an
l· f e
l'.ft
She
t elook of defi ance f a ded as she stared at 11s ac .
That
. . came then terror.
Recogmt10n
I" she whispered brokenly.
.
''Pedro ~en;~ e~; Menendez swore softly, and his
"Mad:e ed i~;Helene Martineau-Helene Mareyes ghttere .
I"
tieau-here.
f Menendez's foster-son.
Valdes knew the storMy o.
?
Senor' a favor!
.
h"1s 1s
. Helene
artmeau .
"Tlus-t

°

d

L t e choke * * *"
.
e";o. She is not to die-yet.

Let's in to this

house!"
. sis which had held her broke, _and
At that the paraly ht "Idly but they took her mto
she screamed and foug wt e~ded for headquarters.
the house Valdes h~d reco;:~ncrude fireplace; a whip
There wa~ ont c~~I: t~rew it aside as Villarroel placed
lay a:ross it. . a There she sat; exhausted, her_ eyes
her . m the chair.
'
movement. He mot1011ed
following Menentt!ne~~7 door shut behind them, he
the others out.
1 oked at her.
stood by the fire, and
"th her burning dark eyes
She was not unattrac !Ve, '!'1 h"
fell in disand quantities of black hair w tc11 now

f
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order on her shoulders. Her mouth, however, was
too large, and often twisted bitterly to one side.
Menendez spoke deliberately. "So France wasn't
large enough to hold you and your crimes ! You
thought you could escape me by fleeing to another
world! Truly, Goel aids those who have right on their
side! You've turned Lutheran, too, no doubt. Pah,
to follow a mad German priest! Even that couldn't
give you a place deeper in Hell than you've earned already."
She remained silent.
"Where's Hernando Cosas ?"
Her eyes leaped up, to meet his, but still she said
nothing.
"Where is he, the hell-hound you freed, lied and
murdered for, and wrought worse than murder for,
your paramour? Which of you conceived the idea of
killing, not my son's body-God! that would have been
better-but his mind ? Which of you knew first of
the poison to do that: he, who would have lost his
hands-just penalty for thieving-if you had not
helped him to escape; or you-for loving him, and
-hating me? You are a good hater, but I am also,
and this time, I shall have the last word."
Her eyes were troubled; she bowed her head.
"Senor Menendez, believe me that I have repented of
that. I have grieved for it. I have prayed for your
son. I did love the boy, but Hernando * * *" Her
voice sharpened. "You do not believe me !"
'You are right," Menendez assented coldly. "That
is whimpering sentiment."
"You believe in nothing!"
"Except Goel and justice."
"Well, what do you intend to do with me? You
know I gave the poison to your son while you were
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· 11 your venWill you kill me and thus fi ms
away.
gean~e:?" .t? That would be but h alf . Where is
"F1msh i ·
. h f •t?"
Cosas.? Is he here m
,, t e or .
"He is in France.
·1 1 1"
"Ha! L i {e y .
t the men you've killed or
"Go yourself and loo~lla t find him,, He stared
t day you wi no
.
1
he
captured o 1·
Her eyes gleamed sudden y as s
at her so~ber y. ht "Is it that you do not know
divined his thoufw; s with your son; you knew me
Cosas? I was a
yf many under-stewards. Would
Bu t he-he was one o
d
h . ?"
him " Menendez answere
You know tm.
"I will not need to know . ,
"
hall bring him to me.
Y
quietly. " ou s
amazement, she broke into
After a second of d~m~l
"You look throughout
laughter, wildly, hyten~~ ~~ not know! You disbethe world for a man
but hear this for truth, Pedro
lieve many_ ofJms)i:irne~er reveal him to you, never,
Menendez.
1 k"ll e"
never you can on y i 1m : . France Perhaps.
·
y
t 11 me 1e ts m ·
·
cl
"Hm !
ou e
. tl t to send you a thousan
But what kin~ of lov~~~~n1~angers-into a raw, new
leagues away mto un
1 1 Did he expect you to
land filled with savag~ peoiu~-s food yourself, even protill the ground and ra:se y nd built you a shelter? Or
vided someone took pity a
hat he was letting you
didn't he have the wit:.o kno:,;e done with your life,
come into? _A fine t_ :~g y~urself to a conscienceless
Helene Martmeau, givi g y
ld encl a woman over
scoundrel. Any man th!\~~;1 s
here and leave her a!one
1"
"He won't be leavmg me alone.
"
"Oh So he's coming over to !'?u. h r
"No: he's not," she declared, bitmg er ip.
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Menendez suddenly abandoned his easy sarcasm.
He strode over to her chair, eyes blazing.
"You cannot play with me! You are not actress
enough to hide what you know! You fool no one but
yourself! Now tell me: when do you expect Hernando Cosas to arrive here ?"
''I don't expect him to arrive here. "
'Don't lie to me!" he roared. He caught sight of
the whip Valdes had tossed from the chair; stooping,
he picked it up. 'By Heaven and all that's holy, you'll
answer me the truth or I'll curl this whip about you
until you crawl on your knees for mercy!" In her
face he saw disbelief mingled with fear. "I mean it!
I 'll have no compunction! You're not a woman;
you're a fiend-or you couldn't have watched the slow
disintegration of that boy's mind without * * *" He
gained control over himself, gripping the whip handle
until his knuckles stood out. "Now will you answer
me? 1i\There is Hernando Cosas? When will he get
here?"
She was thoroughly frightened. "Jacques Ribault,
with four or five ships, is coming. Hernando is with
him."
"When will they land here?"
"They won't-here, you mean? I don't know."
"I warned you against lying."
"They won't land here. "
"Where then ?"
"I don't know."
"If you say 'I don't know' again, Helene Martineau,
I shall, on my word of honor * * *"
"You devil! Take the truth and I hope it's too late
to save you! Two days ago, a shallop put out from
here-going to meet Ribault-to tell him of you Spaniards south of here. The whole fleet's going to make
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.
l on your se ttlem ent · If theyf haven•t
a surpnse attac c the place they will have be ore
already clestr~ye.A 1 then 'senor Menendez, you wt
can get back .
n,c. The~e're ten times as many men
be in a prettysta~ ·as you have * * *"
.
aboard those
p
lon er hearing her words. lnMenendez was no h sgoke the truth. Then danger
tuitively he f~lt tha~ns
San Augustin and h_e must
threatene1 his dc?l 1y-but first he must venfy her
back imme iate y
'
go
t ·f possible.
d
d
statemen ' 1
0 tside he found Val es an
Abruptly he left her.
u ded to set a guard around
Villarroel, whom h~ cohmadm~~gun to fall again, and the
• great gus ts .
the house. The ram
tl the cloud-roof m
wind swep: bene~ 1 three French ships in the river ocThe affair of t e
When one was sunk and the
cupied several hours. of the guns, Menendez turi;ed
other two. out of range mfort of his men, quartering
his attent10~ to the co ortioning out the clothes and
them in vanous rous1s,_ p a large store-house. Then
food they had oun m l
. oners he learned that
from several of tl~:J;:;~~t;;0 days before to 11;eet
in truth a shallop
Rb ult and to turn them against
the ships of Jacques i a
.
the Spanish colony.
accordin to his order, his
At four i1;- the afternoon, ·1 Firstghe offered thanks
.
. ved for a counc1 .
.
th
captains aru
.
ver the French heretics; en
to Godl ~or J~~ev~c:~ierothreatening San Augustin an~
he exp ame 11· intention
.
of returning on the secon
f
d
announce
is
f the settlement he changed rom
day. The _name o
Mateo for it was on St. MatFort Caroline toh Sank ·t. h~ also had the fleur-de-lys
thew's Day_th~t 1e t~o ~lnged to the Spanish coat ot
over the prmc1pa ga e c
,

1

Y~fi

:l

arms.
The next day, a f ter h ean·ng mass ' he called for one
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hundred of the four hundred men there to return with
him to San Augustin; in spite of the need for hast
they protested ; they were exhausted; they could neve
make the difficult return trip. At length, however
Menendez found thirty-five, aside from Valdes an
Castenada, who would go. He sent a message t
Helene Martineau ordering her, with any one of he
fellow countrywomen in the fort she wished as com
panion, to be ready to march with them the nex
morning.
After mass, they set out and soon encountered diffi
culties even exceeding those of the trip up. The for
est lands were flooded, and the swamps were almos
impassable. Because the sun was still hidden, the
once lost their direction and wandered in the hammock
spending a miserable, wet night. In crossing a rive
by means of trees felled across it, two soldiers wer
drowned. At the end of the fourth day they sighte
their own town, and discovered that, in accordanc
with their hopes, the French had not come; Spaniards
were still peacefully occupying it. Advance messengers brought everyone out rejoicing; priests held
crosses aloft, and together they all sang the Te Deum
Laudamu,s.
Menendez lodged Helene Martineau and her companion, both ill from exhaustion, in a small house and
set a guard around it. He directed two vessels back
to San Mateo with military supplies, improved the fortifications of San Augustin, then sat down grimly to
await the advent of the French.
He had waited two days when early in the morning,
ten Indians came to the fort and told him by signs
that four leagues away there were many white men
who were not able to cross an arm of the sea-a sort
of river inside the barrier of islands along the coast-
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ss to reach the mainland. How
which they must lcro ? The Indians did not know.
did they com~o~ 11~e himself of the French fleet, th_e
Menendez bet reglikely than a shipwreck? ~nd Hetstorm; what mo
on board one of those ships ! To
nando Cosas ·1a~'Go bring Helene Martineau." To
Valdes he sai ''d .:r"Get me forty men who have no
Castaneda he sai '
conscience."
l d t adily When the soldiers
mare 1e s e
·
• "N I"
That grou P . Menendez snapped out his
o.
would beg a ~alt, ~ erie He was picturing a Cosas
and fell back mtok r:hen. he realized whom he was
as he would loo he would look when confronted _by
facing; Cos~s as . Cosas as he would look when facmg
Helene Martmeau '
ced at the sullen woman trampdeath. M_enen<!? gl_~~vas a fine point, that she should
ing near him. veat~e:· lover to their enemy * * *
be made to re
the saw across the inlet a large
Arrived at the sMhore cl y made his presence known
f en
enen ez
.
.
r
group o m . f the soldiers came swimmmg ov~ .
and soon one o
he said and had been shipThey we:e Fre~t~;:en,two hundred of them, captaii:is
wrecked
m the
Rb ult viceroy and captain
d I J'ers of Jacques i a ,
an so c i h t land for the King of France.
.
.
general of t a
.
Lutherans?" was the mevi" Are you Catholics or
1
f the new re.
All were Lut 1erans o
I
table question.
t . . " said Menendez, "that
ligion. "Tell your cap ~m, eneral of this land for His
am the vic~roy an111~a~t;1\~ Pedro Menendez, here to
Majesty Kmg Phi ip'" a
find out yonr purpose:
. back a small boat came
As the m~n was swimmu.lu ustin, according to an
down the nver from Sa~ 1g iven This was used
order Menendez had previous y g
b.l t the mainof the French no es 0
to transpor t some
d . t b allowed to go to
land. They expressed esire o e
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their fort some twenty leagues northward, but when
Menendez showed them various things from that fort
and convinced them that he had captured it, they begged him for a ship and supplies with which to make
their way back to France. Unfortunately, Menendez
had no ships to spare. One thought ran through his
head during this formal interchange of information,
"I must get my hands on every one of those two hundred; Cosas must be there among them!"
"Then we may remain unharmed with you until
there are ships from France?" one was saying. "The
Kings of France and Spain are brothers and friends
now."
That was true; the peace existing between the nations gave him no pretext. But there was another
point: "You are Lutherans, therefore enemies of the
true Faith. I came to implant the Holy Gospel here
among the Indians, and will wage war against any who
oppose * * *" At length he came to the point. "Give
up your flags and arms to me, and place yourselves at
my mercy. Other than unconditional surrender there
are no terms I will discuss. I shall deal with you as
God directs me."
The French argued and offered great ransoms, but
Menendez was adamant. At last they gave in. The
next trip of the boat brought back all their weapons.
Spaniards ran forward to stack the flags, arquebuses,
pistols, swords, helmets and breastplates on the soft
white sand of the beach. Menendez ordered twenty
of his men, headed by Valdes, to go in the boat and
bring the Frenchmen over, ten at a time.
Then did he draw a great breath of fresh, salty air;
then did he look up at the racing clouds-yellow already in the intense glow of the lowering sun-with
triumph in his heart. He led the French captains al-

I

l

ready there behind a towering, grass-grown sand dune
where they were hidden from sight of those in the approaching boats, and ordered their hands to be tied
with the rope from the soldiers' fuses.
The boat neared the shore; the ten Frenchmen were
clambering through the light surf to the beach. When
he called Helene Martineau, she came slowly. Her
shadow and his stretched long and blue over the
trampled sands even to the edge of the water, and fell
upon the group of strangers standing there, uncertain.
"Helene Martineau, these are Jacques Ribault's
men-all French of your own race, blood-and Faith
-all but one, a Spaniard. He is the only one I want.
Show him to me and the others go free. Is he among
these ten?"
She looked at him from the depths of her heavylidded eyes. "So that is your plan!" Deliberately
she turnerl to the prisoners. Menendez watched every
muscle of her face, but he could detect no change.
None of the men appeared to recognize her. So Cosas
was not in this group. He motioned and the ten were
led away behind the sand dune, where their hands were
to be tied. Soon the next boatload of ten came, and
the next, and the next. For an hour and more, the
dark inscrutable woman looked over group after group
of Frenchmen with the same unknowing glance. The
feeling of triumph in Menendez's h_eart was changi~g
to chagrin, to fury. Was she gomg to defeat him
after all by a piece of acting of which he had not
thought her capable? Was Cosas, too, enough of an
actor to conceal the start of surprise he must feel at
meeting her in such circumstances ?
Twenty-one trips of the boat and there were two
hundred and eight Frenchmen, prisoners, s~curel_y
bound, standing in file on the sand. Repressmg his
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impulse to shriek. "Which is · Cosas ?" Menendez
turned on Helene Martineau, who was standing silent,
her cloak wrapped around her for protection against
the chill evening breeze.
"There they all are ~nd one is Cosas ; I know he is
there; I know it! Point him out, I command youI'll force you * * *. Think! You hold the freedom
of two hundred and seven men in your hand ! Point
him out, the one!'
'
"I say he is not there. vVhere he is I do not know,
but he is not among these. Free them, now!"
A hint of mockery in her eyes infuriated him beyond
endurance. Suddenly he realized he was holding his
cocked pistol in his hand, heard himself threatening
to fire if she did not speak. He turned to the wideeyed prisoners.
"Hernando Cosas, whichever you are, step forward,
and I will spare her life! As you are a man, step
out!" The French looked at each other, but no one
moved.
"Who is to have the last word, Senor Adelantado ?"
Helene M~rtineau called, holding herself tense, awaiting the inevitable.
Menendez fired. Her hands, fingers spread, flew to
her breast, she twisted, crumpled on the sand moaning.
"Now, Cosas, will you not come and claim the dead?
The others are all spared if you will have the courage
to die as she died. I can think of slower deaths * * *."
No one moved.
Menendez became almost calm in the intensity of
the furious determination gripping him. He spoke
slowly and clearly to Valdes.
"Go down the beach to the curve. Draw a line
across the sand with that pike."

The assemblage was held motionless until Valdes
returned.
"Captain Maya and five soldiers will lead each group
of ten prisoners down the beach, and Captain Valdes
with five will follow. At the line, the vanguard will
wheel. Each Spaniard will strike down his man."
A tremor ran through the group of French; cries,
pleas, curses suddenly filled the air.
"How can you be sure this man is among us?" was
one cry which with variations dinned in Menendez's
ears. He was staring at the body of Helene Martineau
doubled up in the sand; he was remembering the glint,
even the contempt, in her glance when she denied
Cosas' presence for the last time. "We have triumphed over your fury," she had been thinking.
"I know he is there," Menendez answered the
French. "I am as sure of that as I am sure that he
will not escape me today. Column forward!" In
grim silence the Spaniards went about their assignment.
"Cosas dies two hundred and eight times for me,"
thought Menendez, staring at the red flame of sun behind the black tree tops. Thinking now of his report
to the world, he said aloud:
"May so perish all enemies of the true Faith!"
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THE BALLAD OF TOM COLLINS
(Who went to Old Rollins)

"The Ballad of Tom Collins" by James F. Holde1i is agesture iii the direction of light verse. It is highly amusing and
contai1is a moral lesson of great value and significance.

F. HOLDEN
I
ISE up, rise up, ye son of sin,
Gird up your loins full tight.
I ,et it never be said that a Rollins man
Hath forgiven or pardoned a slight!"
]AMES

I
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II
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When these bold words were dinned in his ear,
Our hero arose with ado;
His arms a coat of shining mail,
His cap with its feather askew.

III
"Ye varlet," he cried to the messenger,
Why rudely awakest thou me?"
"Your leman, fair sir, she's been stolen away,
And rides to a far countree !"

IV
"What villain," cried Thomas, "what miserable
wretch
Has stolen the girl of my bliss?
By the Holy Rood and the Cross on the Church,
I'll have him to answer for this !"

V
His cudgel he grasped in his firm right hand,
His pipe he thrust in his teeth.
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He rushed down the stairs and crossing the lawn
He clumped away over the heath.

VI
Ere long in the woods_by a rushing stream
His sorrel steed he spied,
And calling his horse as he were wood _
Got on him and 'gan to ride.

I

I

VII
"Hannah, oh Hannah," he cried in his pain,
"My precious, my garrulous treasure,
I've fondled thee, kissed thee, aye more than
thatI've gi'en thee m'last full measure.

VIII
"I took you each night to the cinema,
And I wined you and dined you in style.
I gave you my pin and I gave you my key
And I plied you with camomile.
IX
"Your cough, my dear, was full husky and low
And I cleared it away in a trice.
But you had the nerve on our very next drink
To kick at the 'mount of the ice!

I

1,

I
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X
"And now you have left me, leman dear,
And ride on the lonely waste.
I follow as fast as horse can go
To discover the man of your taste.
XI
"I know your faults, my pretty child,
But I love your full red lips.

I

II
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I love your eyes and your blue-black hair
And the curious slant of your hips.

XII
"I recall your voice and your accents low,
Your eyes as they sparkled with zest.
I recall your hands, so dainty and fine,
Undoing the pin on my vest.
XIII
" My dear, I ride on the lonely lee
To recover my lost delight.
To recapture the joy of th' admirable toy
I found for myself that night."
XIV
Thus he spake to himself and he spurred on his
horse,
Till the foam stood out on its flanks,
And he cursed and he swore like an army corps,
Or a sailor fresh from the ranks.

xv
He rode all night and he rode all day,
He rode through summer and fall.
He rode in the rain and he rode in the sleet,
Nor feared he discomfort at all.

XVI
He visited many cities and towns,
And palaces high 9n their hills.
He fitted himself with merchants' gowns,
And dabbled, and plundered their tills.
XVII
In ev'ry village he passed on his course
He heard of his leman's renown.
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She'd cozened, she'd loved, she'd swindled men
Till they'd driven her out of the town.

XVIII
One evening as Thomas was riding along,
(For such was our hero's name),
He s_topped to succour a weary man,
A cripple halt and lame.

XIX
"Who art thou," he cried, as he reined in his
horse,
"Why beggest thou of me?
I seek to find my leman, lout,
I cannot stop for thee."

xx
The cripple he raised his battered face,
And his cheeks were rough and old.
"I loved a girl named Hannah, sir,
And she left me in the cold.

XXI
"Long years ago from Winter Park
I spirited her away,
But oh my soul and ah my soul,
I've come to rue that day.

XXII
"I've spent my money on that girl,
I've laden her down with jewels.
And then she left me halt and lame
And 'Damn it, men are fools.'

XXIII
"Those words of hers they have hung in my
ears,
I've thought of her mild, sweet voice.
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I've given her lands and I've given her wealth,
And still I am not her choice."
XXIV
"She likes variety, that girl-my friend,
And men are the spice of life.
She never figures two's a crowd
And she dotes on struggle and strife."
XXV
The cripple he raised his graying head,
But Thomas was not to be seen.
He'd gone his way with a fierce heart
And struggled to smother his spleen.
XXVI
In vain he thought of his leman's charms,
Of her eyes and her full red lips.
In vain he thought of her blue-black hair
And the curious slant of her hips.
XXVII
He hated that creature with deadly hate,
Of venom and malice, no dearth.
He spent all his life in the chasing of her,
And the running of her to earth.
XXVIII
And then one day, when hoary and old,
He found her asleep on the lee.
Her cheeks were blotched and her eyes were
sunk
And her teeth were diminished to three.
XXIX
He looked at her and the wrath in his heart
'Gan slowly to ebb away.
He said to himself-"This lowly wretchShe faces her Judgment Day."
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XXX
He spoke the trtil:h indeed, my friends,
Full soon this wretch did die.
And if you he-eded her lesson, girls,
A moral you sh'Ould descry.
XXXI
Now listen, fair maidens of Cloverleaf,
Though pins your zest inspire,
'Tis best to leave them on their vestsAnd save yourselves the Fire!
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ART VERSUS PROPAGANDA IN THE DRAMA
"Art verws Propaganda in the Drama" is a penetrating
critical essay, fhedding light on one of the most urgent problems confronting the Theater today. It shoitld prove stim1tlating to all people interested in the Drama and the related
arts.

NANCY J. CUSHMAN
ROPAGA~D_A is p~rmissible on the stage just as
long as 1t remams part of the drama· just as
long as it is only part of the play and does not
interfere with the creative effort of the author. It is
~ut_ of_ place on the stage as_ soon as it oversteps its
hm1tatlons and becomes obv10us. When it does become noticeable as sheer propaganda material it makes
its vehicle poor, and therefore defeats its ~wn purpose.
One cannot take cold facts and truth out of life
and news, and make drama out of them with little
effort. They become, then, just the cold facts out of
the past which they are; or else, if striking or pertinent
enough in themselves, they become melodrama. To
make truths into anything that resembles truth into
anything that will sting an audience with its force when
presented on the stage, the dramatist must first of all
be an artist of no mea1;1 ability, and the producer, dir:ctor, and scener)'. designer must each be superior in
~1s field. Drama 1s Art. And art must predominate
m every phase of the dramatic field. Still further
though, art is basically the portrayal or interpretatio~
of truth, and that fundamental truth is the theme of
your play.
~v~ry play has a theme; the theme of a play, is the
prmc~pal reason for the play. Without some emotion
~rowmg out of ~y~p~thy for a cause, a philosophy, an
ideal, a type of md1V1dual, the playwright would never
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feel the necessity for writing a play. This theme
may be expressed to different degrees in characters, or
through exterior action; but there is always a theme
at the basis of the play.
Each theme is, in a sense, propaganda: propaganda
for or against an ideal, a political, social or economic
condition, or a trend in philosophy; but still and always it is propaganda. Therefore, no play can exist
without some form of propaganda to greater or lesser
degrees, depending upon the strength of the theme.
But as has been said before, there are limitations for
your theme. It must' be subtle; it must be "dressed
up" to be effective on the stage.
The characters of a play, the plot, the dialogue, the
crises and climaxes-these are all used to support
and interpret the theme, the central idea-in a larger
sense, the propaganda. You may argue that a plot
or perhaps a character, is the first thing that crystallizes itself in the author's plan for a play; all right,
but that plot and those characters in themselves are the
expression of a theme.
Take Shakespeare's King Lear. An important
phase of the theme is the inescapable fatality of preferring flattery for flattery's sake, to honesty. The
downfall of Lear, because of his preference for flattery, no matter how superficial it may be, is an illustration of the theme. His two older daughters flatter
the king to gain their own ends at his expense. Because of his youngest daughter's refusal to be untrue
to herself and to him and because, she, Cordelia, is
frank in expressing the measure of her affections toward her father, he banishes her from him. She is
the only one who will stick by him and help him in
the end, when Lear finally sees his folly. Here in the
theme of Lear, you have propaganda for an ideal.
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B_ut also there is art. There is real drama in Lear
himself, in the two wicked sisters, in Kent, in Gloucester. There are unforgettable characters· there is
a1: intricate plot; there i~ an indicative atmosphere sustamed throughout. This play is a distinct and individual creation by the author.
The t?eme of Men_in White, is the indispensability,
the efficien~y, the umv_ei-sal greatness and importance
of the medical profess1on. Thi_s play also has a plot,
but a half-hearted 01?-e; one that is too much apart from
the theme. There is not enough connection between
the ch~ra~ters and the theme, either. The idea is
sound m its skeleton fotm, but in order to attract an
au~ience, t~e author has made his story distinctly infenor to his theme, and therefore both of them stand
out as s_eparate ent!ties, making the propaganda for
the medical profession too evident and the plot too
lame and insufficient.
'
In Dodsworth the theme is the inevitable failure _of a marriage dependent wholly upon the genero_s1t:y o_f one person, and the complete selfishness and
artific1aht:y of another; the necessity of the omnipresent give and take is emphasized here. In this
!hei:n~ there is propaganda against a certain type of
mdiv1dual, and against a social and domestic conditi~n existin~ too frequently today. This play is effective. Artistry has been used by everyone concerned with the production, from the author and
adapter, through to the minutest detail of stage management. Fran and Sam are themselves identical with
the theme; the plot is strong, and the author gives us
a tasteful panorama of Europe and the Middle-West
along with it. There is variety here-and so life and
reality.
'
The theme of Judgment Day is the complete un-
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fairness . and ultimate failure and deceit of a government built upon a dictatorship. As an illustration
o,£ hi,s theme, Elmer Riee takes the incident of the
burning o:f the Reichstag which Sl'l held the attention
of the publ'ic two years ago. But sadly enough, Rice's
emotion, which inspires his propaganda against the
Nazis and Hitler do.es not urge him on to the presentation of a drama, but only to transposing two-yearold news events onto a stage. This has the ultimate
result of artificial figures, symbolic of something ( one
doesn't know what exactly, until pretty well into the.
play) totally without individuality; then suddenly
there is intense melodrama that is' dangerously bordering on the ridiciulous in its abruptness. There is
no drama here, for Mr. Rice has forgotten art, has
forgotten the tl.'1:eater, and has. merely retold a story
which for most of us has lived_ vividly enough in newspapers, so that a drama wottld have to be su·p erlative
to bring it to us more strongly. Mr. Rice has only
prapaganda to offer in this play-worthy prnraganda,
granted-but not worthy of a play as its vehicle, unless it is made into drama:.
And so, to sum i.t a11' up·: propaganda is inevitab>le in
the drama, fo,r every play has propaganda in its theme.
Eut when that propaganda overshadows or fails to
blencJ. with the art and the good theater in a play-then
that p!iopaganda loses all its force in lack of dramatic
qualities, ana had better declare itseH in another me-.
dium than the stage.
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"Kumt, Blood Revenge," by Maxeda Hess is a story of the
struggle of man in tropical jitngles. It has a colorful style,
highly developed central theme, and compelling narrative interest.

MAXEDA HESS
ANING against his tent-pole, Jim ripped open
his pouch and stuffed tobacco into the bowl of
his briar. His eyes never wavered from his
brother Randall across the jungle clearing.
The palm-thatched workshed where the scientific
equipmenn and the traveling laboratory had been · set
up; the thatched mess-hall; the sleeping tents squatting at the base of the giant hardwood trees; the huts
of the Bushnegro servants behind the tents of the
members of the expedition; the breadfruit tree in front
of the thatched hut of N acoe, his personal black; all
were indelibly impressed on Jim's mind as he stood
watching his younger brother.
The high jungle wall continued in a sweeping curve
around the clearing. A hot sun beat down. It
stamped out shadows on the pounded earth and probed
the green damp darkness underneath the ceiling of the
giant trees. Trailing lianas rattled together in a small
hot wind. Relaxed in the sun like a great black
snake, the river was still. Only the living jewels of
brilliantly covered butterflies moved in the sleeping
forest. The noise of the scientists laughing and talking with Randall across the clearing seemed loud in
the afternoon hush. Jim extracted his pipe and ripped
the pouch shut.
Randall slapped one of the men on the back and the
group shouted with laughter. Jim, watching them,
tapped out his unsmoked tobacco on the heel of his
boot. Wish I could talk, talk smoothly, make people
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laugh, he thought. I'd sell my. soul to be able to wal,k
into that group of men and b~1t Randall th~ w~y h_e s
baited me all my life. Gettmg . back at him is like
trying to hit a shadow. What did he come here for?
He has always had everything at home his way.
Jim's pipe slid from his fing~r and he stooped to
pick it up. Randall had been m camp three weeks,
he was thinking. From the very first the men had
welcomed him. They were eating at one big table
now because of his popularity. And they'd shut him
out 1 as Randall had intended them to do. But what
cou ld he do? Work, yes, a man could always work
to forget. Given time enough, he might be suc~essful
in is·olating the tropical fever germ, that was his ~articular research, but where would that get him?
Someone with a smooth tongue in his head, like
Randall would stand up in Medical Society and
read a' paper on "Jungle Fevers and Their Cure,"
getting all the credit. Luckily,
thought, he wasn't
sweating his heart out for credit, but what had happened at home to make Randall, his_ immaculate, l~zy
brother, willing to live in the same Jungle camp with
him? And Jim was right back where he had started
from in his puzzled thinking.
Jim hadn't had a decent night's sleep si~ce his brother's arrival. He tossed and turned on his narrow cot
wondering what had brought. Randall to this remote
jungle district of Dutch Gmana on_ th~ ~aramacca
River. Ten long years stretched out m Jim s memory
between their last meeting. Ten years away from
England, from family, from friends. -i:en years forgetting. And now Randall had found him.
Was Randall putting up with all the inconveniei:ices
of a jungle-camp merely to rub the salt of memory mto
old wounds? \/\That had happened during those ten

?e
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years? Jim had a wry idea of Randall's management of the estates. So night after night Jim Copeley, who might have been Sir James CopeI-ey, eldest
and disinher,ited son of Britain's wealthiest coal magnate, pac~d the hard beate11 trails to the r,iver af.ld back.
"Na,coe !" Jim raised his v0ice.
"Yes, Baakra."·
"I am going to the river for a swim. Lay out my
fresh clothes."
"Yes, Baak;ra." Nacoe moved quietly into Jim's
tent.
At the sound of Jim's voice Randall crossed to his
brother. Jim watched him and waited.
"Nice of that cµap to die and let you step into his
boots for this exp.edition, old boy. Very nice, indeed.
I know just how you feel." Randall's voice was too
casual. "Have you heard :t;rom home?"
It was the usual question. Jim considei;ed it as he
walked down the trail to the river. He had flung
away from his brother without bothering to answer.
There was only one answer and that was. obvious to
Ra_ndall. Jim did not hear from home.
Randall watched his brother disappear at the bend
of the path, then he gave a quick glanc~ about him
to see if his going was noticed and set off down the
trail after him. N acoe came to the entrance of the
tent and watched Randall, noting .the white man's slow
city-walk. The black'·s eyes became ebony slits. He
put back the tent-flap and padded silently after Randall down the river-trail.
·
Stripped, Jim plun,g(;!d in,to the yellow w?,ter of the
Upper Suriname River. With a powerful overhand
stroke he swam to the opposite side, turned on his back
and floated, 1'ooking up into the trailing branches of
trees that leaned to the water along the river rnank.
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Drifting gently with the current, he watched the tiny
shape o:l; a native co.r•ial shuttle into the bri~ht glare
of midstream. The canoeman leaned upon h1s carved
paddle a,nd sent his ancient c~l\ of co.urteous greeting
across the water~"Tio, od\'' ( My uncte, I salute you).
Jim splashed about ~u:iEl threw up a wet, glistening
hand in answer as he raised his voice-"Faude ?"
(How fa,i;e yo.u?).
Both question and answer were chal,'lt(;!d chords that
lingered; in the slwdo,ws bordering the dver. The
canoeman, la,wered, his voice again and faintly Jim's
deep baritone came b,;1.ck to him across the water" Aaaaaaaaaa-<1-y !" ( l understand).
The black lifted his paddle from his knees as his
throat vibJ;ated to the partin.g worc!,s of :l;riendship"Goot-naavu, droomi-boon,o, tio" ( Good-night. Sleep
well, uncle).
What did it matter that he wished the white man a
good sleep in full sunlight? Night would :ome again
and soon, and with tt-sleep. The English Baakra
knew and would understand. Was he not known
throughout the riveF-villag~s as N acoe' s . Ba~kra, . a
crood man-black in spiirit and oro.ly white m skm
through some forgivable misfortune? F0r so t~e
drums had told of. him £mm village to village. His
paddle gleamed in the sun as it lifted and dipped
rhythmieally, pausing: as Jin,:i.'s voice chanted-"Susar~yipi" ( Sa.me to you). The canoeman nodded his
kinky head in appreciation and his paddle dug the
water in a faster rhythm.
The wide, mud-yelfow river seemed suddenly empty
and lonely as the corial passed from sight, as_ lonely
and as quiet as twenty th0\!lsand years of cur~mg ~etween the taltl barricades of trees could: make 1t. J 1m
realized he was tired aro.d swam for the sloping mml-
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bank where several corials were pulled to safety. He
tired easily these days. Lack of sleep most probably,
he thought as he waded ashore.
Beikaaka, eldest adopted son of Jim's friend, Zamamoni, the village granman, approached on the river
path. The black's arms, back, and shoulders were
magnificently developed. His legs were conspicuously
slender from lack of walking as are those of all river
blacks who travel by water. In one hand he held a
leaf of the giant elephant ear plant as an umbrella to
shade his face from the sloping sun. A splinter of
ironwood was thrust through a kinky knot on the top
of his head, proud proof of his hair's strength and his
pure negro ancestry.
Jim borowed a dugout corial from Beikaaka and
shoved off. Paddling upstream he felt considerably
better, clean and somehow free. Arriving at the bank
where he had left his clothes he stepped out and pulled
the corial high on the slope above the water-mark
made by the river during the last great rains.
As Jim bent to pick up his shirt, N acoe rose out of
the shadows. The white man jerked nervously, then
was immediately angry to have shown his surprise.
He spoke sharply to the black, who answered,
"Do not touch the shirt, Baakra."
"Nonsense, N acoe !" And Jim reached down for
his clothes. A black hand grabbed his wrist and held
it.
"See, Baakra"-Nacoe pointed to the shirt. It was
stirring, moving in small undulations. N acoe picked
up a stick and prodded the shirt. The ugly head of
a palm viper flashed out. The white man stood looking on as his black boy picked up the poisonous snake

in his bare hands. The green viper went limp and
helpless. Jim smiled.
"I had forgotten, Nacoe. You're a snake man, isn't
that it?"
"Yes, Baakra." The black threw the viper into the
bush and picked up his master's clothes.
"You gave me a bad moment, fella, when you started
to handle that snake. You're immune, of course?"
"Yes, Baakra. Kingo and faith too strong for even
most poisonous snakes. They cannot bite when I take
Kingo every three month." They were moving up
the darkening frail to camp. Jim turned and looked at
N acoe curiously.
"How did you happen to be waiting for me today?"
"N acoe just wait, Baakra."
Jim laughed shortly. "Damn lucky for me you did
wait. I haven't been Kingoed. Where's Randall, my
brother?"
The Bushnegro's face became immobile. "In camp,
Baakra."
"If the snake had bitten me, N acoe, would I have
been dead by now?"
"Yes, Baakra. Green snake, you call palm viper,
ver' fast death. If bitten, man turns black inside one
hour, two hour."
Jim didn't speak again until they reached camp.
He dressed absent-mindedly, his thoughts occupied
with matters more important than clean socks, a clean
pair of shorts, or a fresh shirt. At the mess-table he
said nothing about the snake episode to Randall, but
watched his brother meditatively throughout the meal.
Randall bore Jim's scrutiny with good grace. The
younger man joked and yarned for the amusement of
the men, but many of his words held sly barbs for his
impassive brother. Randall was in rare form. Jim
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rose from the table saying he had tlo w0rk on the recording of his fever-progres·s, he had got beln,ind
and if amything happened to him-the lil,e xt chap would
have to do his work over from the beginning.
"Always 100.king· al.nead," Randan 0.i1,0 eked him.
The men laughed. Jim measured hiis bJrot])ier- with a
glance cwol am.cl instdting,, then he left.
As Ji~n stepped ©t~t of the <iloor- Randa1t said something pitched too l0w £or his br-0ther's aearing aad the
mea laughed again, oaly l'ouder. Jim'J face burnecil,.
He knew his brother hacl' made another joke at his,
Jim's, expea.se. They had sh1,1t hi,r,n 01;1t, m;.tde him. am
outsider. He felt that the men would be happier over
their pipes and gossip now 1,ne had gone. N acoe rose
from the step at Jim's feet. The bla,ck had: been waiting him patieatly.
"Tell your h.eadu,nan, Zamam0ni, I will not visit the
village tonight. I write in the big books." Jim's voice
was weary. He felt drained, of v.itality. A laangover
from my set-to with black fever, he thought. I'll dose
myself with quinine and turn in early if I can keep
from thinking. The white man turned again t0
N acoe. "How fares y.our cousin, Gracoe? He is
number one gunboy. If he hadn't been so good I
never would have let him shoot and the rifle wouldn't
have exploded in his face."
Nacoe's face was masked by the dark. "My cousin
-much better, B;.takra."
"I blame myself for letting him shoot. I knew he'd
always wanted to. He and that gun and I have hunted
over half of Dutch. Gl.liana together. Never will understand what made it explode!"
"No blame, Baakra, Gracoe no blame you, nor the
family of Gracoe. He-is better now, Baakra."
"Come along. I'll fix him up another sedative to
help him over the rough spots." Jim moved toward
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the laboratory. He placed a sma:ll capsule in the palm
of the black with instructions for taking it. N acoe
listened gravely.
"Da so" '('So be it) the Bushnegro a·nswered. He
stood and watched Jim disappear into the tent, waiting for the driffused glow of the oil lamp through the
canvas before starting on his mission to the village.
Turning away, he tossed the capsule into the underbrush.
Nacoe's heart was troubl·ed. He :telt the presence
of the wissi, evil spirits. That very day he, had secretly placed a small asung-pat.1, ot phantom-barrier,
across the trtidden ]:lath leading to the river, but the
evil spirits had been too strong and a1Iowed the snakiwissi to enter his Baakra's garments. Then, too, Gracoe was dead. Be had Joined the spirit-world that
noon. The Baakra did not know. Perhaps it would
be better so. Nacoe was undecided. He would know
after the morrow for then be would take the body
of his cousin into the heart of the jungle with Gracoe's family and the medicine-men fot the questioning
of the dead. He would talk with his gods, they would
tell him what to do'----{ltld 'Gta'coe would explain about
the evil-wissi that had entered the gun.

***

Randall was intercepting his 111a"il ! Jim was sure
of it. Every fifth day the mail for the expedition arrived by a native canoeman from down-river where it
was left at the termit1t1s of the railroad into the interior. Somehow, Jim never received his mail until
it had been sifted through his young-er brother's hands.
Randall was too faithful in meeting the carrier downstream and delivering the mail well-sorted to camp.
He also contrived other innocent accidents of meeting
the mail.
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That night at dinner, Jim announced that he was
trekking to Maabo, the nearest and only town, to get
some ancient newspapers, some bad whiskey, and some
equally bad tobacco. Oh yes, he'd get the mail. He'd
be there on time to get it. Solemnly he jotted down
!he numerous errands the men asked him to perform
m the small town squatting on the flood-rim of the
lower Suriname River. Somehow the table talk came
arou~d to the fabl~d short-cut to Maabo through a
pass m the Mountams of the Moon. This land route
by way of the pas~ was said to save two days time over
the five ~ays req1;ured to portage and paddle by river.
In a conal the Journey became too-quickly monotonot~s and uncomfortable. Until one has perched preca~tously for hours, long hours, on a narrow two-inch
strip of wood athwart the center of a shallow dug-ottt.
one doesn't know how painful it can become. Any
over-land route to town would have been heaven-sent
in comparison, but only the native blacks knew of the
trails and held them secret from the white men.
Later in the evening, Jim stepped to the entrance of
his tent and called for N acoe. There was no answer
and on his se~ond call, ?ne of t!-ie black~ came running
from the native· huts with the mformat10n that N acoe
had disappeared into the heart of the rain-forest that
afternoon. He had gone to talk with his gods and
there was no telling where he was, or when he would
return.
Jim cursed softly under his breath and walked over
to the fire.
·
"What's the matter, Jim?" one of the men asked
him. "Your Man Friday ducked out after dinner as
though there were seven devils on his heels."
. ~'Oh, he's gorging _himself on some unhealthy rel1g10us brew and holdmg a pow-wow with his gods in

some clearing," Jim grumbled. "And just when I
needed him, but he didn't know of the Maabo trip or
he wouldn't have heeled it. Wonder what's up that
calls for spirit-talking?"
"Take another boy," Jones advised. (Bushnegroes,
even if they are eighty years old, are still "boys.")
"No, I'll go it alone this time," Jim answered.
"Much rat~er since I know the portages by heart.
When and if N acoe shows up you might tell him to
follow after. I'll hang around a bit in the morning
and see if the rascal turns up. Hate to go without
him somehow. He'll spoil an early start. Well, good
night, I'm going to turn in if I have to live with a paddle in my hand for the next five days!"
T9 a chorus of good-nights, Jim returned to his tent.
Some hours later he was awakened by a whispering
at the entrance. Sitting up on his cot, he asked"N acoe ?"
"No, not Nacoe," came the urgent whisper.
Jim turned back the tent-flap. A strange native
boy stood before him, almost indistinguishable in the
<lllk
.
"Here's a map of trails to Maabo by way of the
Mountains of the Moon," the black whispered. "A
present to Nacoe's Baakra who journeys alone. The
map is clear. Follow it carefully and the Baakra will
arrive at his destination three nights of the moon from
now. Goot-naavu, tio (Good-night, uncle)." And
he slipped into the night and was gone.
Jim started to call him back, then decided against it
for fear of waking the camp. He re-entered his tent
and looked at the strange map by the light of his oil
lamp. The map was crudely but plainly drawn on
the bark of the feared trafoe, or taboo tree, the concon-dree of the Bushnegro, reverenced as an evil god.
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Part of the ritualistic arid secretive guarding of the
short-cut, Jim decided, as he turned in once more.
What a lark it would be to establish alone a record time
for the trip, to Maabo ! Saying nothing to the men
about taking the short-cut! He'd be the first white
man to walk those ancient trails and it might prove
something worth telling in town and in camp when he
returned. He knew the river route too well for it to
be interesting. Jim turned over on his cot and burrowed deeper in his blankets against the chill of the
tropic night. His mind was quite made up.
N acoe didn't show up in the morning. Jim waited
atound uhtil well past ten o'clock before he dropped
his kit into a corial for the journey. The men, not
doing field work that inorning, saw him off and catcalled good naturedly until he was lost to sight at the
bend of the river.
The sun was well overhead by the time he reached
the first rapids. His corial was already in the mouth
of the run before he had quite fully thade tij:> his mind
to run the length of chattetihg water or pottage atound
it, but there was no help for it once started, so he set
his teeth and let the currents take the• canoe in their
strength. Once he extended a booted tobt a)tll.hist the
Wet, black shoulder of a tock in midstream and shoved ·
the corial on to safety. Then, just as suddenly, the
express-train speed with which he had been traveling
abated and he floated on the quiet waters of the lowet
river. He took time out for a breather and rested.
His kit was drenched with the flying spray, but his
jacket, folded at his feet, was comparatively dry.
Jim felt pretty good. He pushed his dirty sun helmet back on his head and whistled through his teeth.
He, a white man, had run the small rapids alone and

unaided. It was, he thought, a good beginning of a
record trip.
As his corial glided down the glistening path of
water in the canyon of trees, a cloud of asomitotos
(butterflies) fluttered down near the surface of the
river and Jim paddled through their midst as they
sparkled blue and white and lemon in the sun.
Late that night he ate a frugal supper by the red
eye of his fire on the river bank. The jungles in the
orange daytime had been quiet as living death, but
night-coming had brought the winking of fires on the
slopes of the Mountains of the Moon, the bark of
spotted jaguars, the howling of the red baboons, the
broken echoes of the river laughing over moonlit rocks,
singing the lullaby of life that had always been-would
always be in this world of heat and green, frigid dawnmists, warm tropic rains, and eternal life upon the
sweating belly of the globe.
Downriver the tree-frogs started their whistling.
The moon came up over a thorn-tree as Jim slung his
hammock. Carefully he spread his mosquito netting
and tossed more wood on the fire. Near at hand the
river laughed and whispered in the night. The stars
came out in scintillating millions. Lying in his hammock, Jim could hear the distant roar of the great
falls of Sari-de-doggo. He had saved much time by
running the first rapids. Including the portage, parties from the interior bound down-river never planned
on making more than the falls for the first night out.
Contentedly he relaxed in his hammock. This was his
adopted land of night and sun where great birds flew
above and with huge wings beat out a throbbing thunder across the reaches of the sky. As wholly his as
any land could be that was not England. He fell
asleep with the howling of baboons echoing through
7- '
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the forest night. Tomorrow he would leave the river
behind him and turn his steps toward the Mountains
of the Moon where no white man had ever gone and
the forest s•oil was rotten with gold, jealously guarded
by the jungle.
After a breakfast of unsweetened coffee and cassava
cakes, baked the day before. Jim struck camp swiftly
and competently. The excitement of discovering new
trails warmed his blood with the intoxication of strong
wine. Long before the chilly mists of the tropic night
had been drawn up into the sky, he had renewed his
fire and drawn the corial into the tangle of vines and
brambles for safe keeping.
Slinging his kit to his shoulder, he approached the
wall of the jungle. The aerial roots of trailing lianas
rattled together as he pushed them aside. Deep amber sunlight filtered unevenly through a tangled ceiling
of interlacing tree-tops hundreds of feet above his
head. He had to fight to free himself of vines and
the crowded dangling of lianas as he pushed on into
the interior.
His steps faltered and slowed as he went. He felt
as though he should remove his hat in the cathedral
atmosphere of the great rain-forest. The closely
woven foliage of giant trees formed a convoluted roof
of green. The air was heavy and humid with a high
moisture content. Silence was there, the silence of
myriad life. The noise of birdsong and insect life in
the sun above the tree-tops sifted down into the green
hush below. Jim consulted his bark map at the base
of the bastard locust rearing its majestic head high
over the other trees. He had been walking over three
hours and had not as yet crossed the trail leading into
the mountains. Someway he had missed it, though he
couldn't see how. He drank sparingly of the tepid

water in his canteen and, after consulting his compass,
he set off in a new direction.
The heat of the sun beating down upon the ceiling
of the jungle became incredible. Jim's light shirt was
soaked with sweat and torn in many places from the
thorn trees and brambles through which he had forced
his way. His face was gray with fatigue as he waded
a small stream. His feet found an almost obliterated
trail and followed it to the weed-grown clearing of a
deserted native village. The huts, once neatly thatched
with branches of the maripa palm sagged with great
gaping holes in their roofs. The jungle was reclaiming its own. In another year, the wanderer would
never know a village had existed on the dusty banks
of the stream.
Jim started a fire and boiled some of the dirty water
to fill his canteen. It was later afternoon. He had
pushed himself hard in his worry over the lost mountain trail, not stopping to eat at midday.
Looking up from the fire, he saw a gray monkey
with the face of an embittered poet sitting on the limb
of a tree. The monkey watched Jim cynically, scratching his long-haired stomach with a languid hand. The
white man returned the stare, then set off down a faint
trail leading from the des·e rted village site into the
jungle. The sun was now too low for comfort and he
had no way of knowing how near he was to the base
of the Mountains of the Moon.
Hour after hour he plodded through the shadowy
rain-forest. No sound broke the stillness. No life
was visible. Even bird-notes were missing in the
feverish air. Trees arched overhead, lianas interlaced
and swung, passion flowers, scarlet, white, and purple
swayed high over his path from dull green creepers.
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Many colored lizards scurried from under foot in darting brilliance. Yet, Jim was conscious of life, jungle
life, being there with him in the cool, deep heart' of
the forest. The light was twilight green and waning
fast when he stumbled on the earth-pounded trail leading to the base of the mountain. His heart swelled
with relief. He hurried on, hoping before nightfall
to come across· a clearing that offered camping space.
Jim soon found a natural clearing that would do and
he promptly swung his hammock, falling into it too
tired to eat. His aching legs felt as though he had
been walking for years without stopping. His muscles quivered with exhaustion. His head, too, felt
queer. It throbbed hollowly with a heavy pain pounding behind his eyes and temples. He forced himself
to get up, however, and start a fire. Warming some
of his small store of rice and dried peccary meat, he
washed it down with brackish water. He ransacked
his kit for quinine, but could find none. By that time
a warm rain began to beat down the foliage around
him. Jim huddled under his thin waterproofed coat,
but one or more of his various extremities seemed forever to be left out in the rain. Besides that the water
ran down the hammock ropes from the trees, filling the
hammock with water until Jim felt as though he was
suspended in a swinging puddle. The rain stopped as
suddenly as it had begun, and he shook with a severe
chill. His teeth chattered and great shudders racked
his wet and tired body. His fire was nothing but
smouldering ashes. Finally he made himself rake
the vegetation away and get another fire going with
some damp wood and leaves.
All of the fourth day out from the Suriname River
Jim traveled within sight of the Mountains of the
Moon. He didn't, however, seem to be getting any
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nearer. It was discouraging business at best. His
bark map he now kept as a souvenir, but no longer as
a guide.
.
.
The shaggy heads of the mouiltams c_rowded agam~t
the lapis sky far to the northeast of him. It was hts
fourth day of travel, the day he was to have made
Maabo 1 and he was not yet on the slopes of the foothills le ading to the high_er peaks. ~im .hazarded the
guess that the heavy mmerc1:l deposits m the mountains caused the needle of his pocket-compass to act
like a crazy thing. He found it useless and maddening to consult it any longer.
.
Wading a shallow mud~y stream! he pushed on i1:1-to
the dark interior of the miles of ram-forest separating
him from the pass he hoped to make b!' nightfall. Ihe
trail was faint and weed-choked, but it was somethmg.
At least, Jim thought in lonely consolati?n, human feet
have worn this track and conquered this small ~ength
of ground from the jungle. Ground-rats slept m the
black loam or dozed in the branches of thorn-trees as
he passed. The air was like that of an overheated
greenhouse, dank, steamy, pressing against his lungs,
Coming into a jungle glade! ~im d:opped d~wn upon
a limestone ledge and was w1pmg hQs face with a tattered shirt sleeve when he froze into absolute stillness.
A bushmaster, largest of the poisonous ~nakes of ~he
South American tropics, launched a w1cked-lookmg
head to the level of the Englishman's face. The snake
was vividly colored black and pink and brown. Its
coils were as tlhick as a man's forearm and doubled to
enough length to support the large-scaled head with
its muddy hued yet glistening eyes as they calculated
the distance for striking aim. A red-forked tongue
flashed in a second's oscillation and there was the repeated sound of rushing air as the body of the snake
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s:Velled. It was moving deliberately toward him.
J 1111 took a step backward and his boot heel turned on
a loose p~bbl:. Panic speeded his heart and his breath
stopped m his thr?at.. The richly patterned body of
the bushmaster with its rough scales seemed to flow
from the bushes toward him. The outlines of the
S-shaped loops enlarged rapidly as the snake increased
the length. of its stroke. Jim stepped back hastily and
w~s astomshed to see the reptile quicken its pace as it
g~1de~ forward. He watched its vibrating tail in fascmati~n. .Its beady stare remained fixed on his face
and Jun,. inadvertently, let go his kit and the bushmaster ~hthered over it, its coils rippling the faster.
The white man turned and ran, ran as far and as
fast as he could through the dense tangle of the forest.
Only lack of. breath and a reeling head brought him to
a stop. He still had bad effects from his touch of fever.
A roaring b~rk, th:n a series of noisy barks set the
forest to echomg. Jim started nervously to his feet
t~en dropped wearily down again and smiled wryly at
his own fear. Somewhere near him a troup of red
howler baboons were swinging through the tree-tops
with their customary noise and uproar.
Jim's yision shifted and blurred like the reflection
in. a badly warped mirror. Fever burned in his veins.
His nerves ~ere shot from his uncomfortable night of
cold _and ram. In the crotch of a tree opposite the
~nghshman a? old ha.boon of unusual size was swing~
mg a long hairy leg m utter boredom and scratching
feebly. He looked very much like a Russian ambass·ador, Jim decided, as the sight of the baboon twisted
and distorted before his blood-shot eyes. The old fellow was probably waiting for the sun to thaw him out
~fter the chi~! of .the tropic night. Jim massaged his
tired face with his hands and flipped a pebble at the
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old chap for something to do. The big baboon moved
in awakened interest and threw the monkey-nut he'd
been gnawing back at the white man.
Throwing back his head, the baboon roared. He
was answered near at hand by the other members of
his troup whose presence Jim hadn't suspected. The
old one danced up and down excitedly on his low
branch, occasionally hurling monkey-nuts down on the
Englishman below. Other baboons, now in full view,
swung idly from their tails in the tree-tops and barked
and chattered incessantly. Jim's ears seemed bursting
with their noise. His skull ached and his eyes burned
in their sockets. Stooping in an uncontrollable rage
he threw a large rock in blind fury at the first beast
that had started the damnable racket. The stone hit
the creature in the head and he tumbled from his
branch. The noise in the tree-tops stopped suddenly.
Jim slowly approached the fallen baboon. The others
dropped to lower branches, and then lower ones until
the white man was surrounded by a circle of solemn
and inquiring faces, strangely human in their curious
fear. He turned the body over with a thin hand.
The uld baboon was quite dead.
Looking up at the ring of hairy forms, Jim noticed
on closer acquaintance that they had the grave and
rascally faces of old men. Their coats were of a deep
mahogany in color. Suddenly, weird tales of men
who had met their death under the enraged fangs of
the red baboons came flooding back in his memory.
He moved quickly and they gave way before him, but
the circle closed again behind his back as he walked
away from the dead baboon. They even mimicked
him in walking with a sinister seriousness. Jim walked
faster. He could hear them dropping down from the
low branches to the trail and he felt his skin contract
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in fear along his spine .. He whirled swiftly. They
st?PJ:ed and regarded him out of red-rimmed, unwmkmg eyes. The she-baboons retreated with their
young into the safety of the trees. The trail was left
to the adult male baboons and Jim. He turned and
set off on a controlled dog-trot down the trail which
wound sinuously through the undulating foothills.
He wanted to run, but he didn't dare.
The rest of the day, what remained of it the
baboons kept close on the Englishman's heels. 'The
tropic hills steamed in the sun. Stepping into an unseen pot-hole Jim _twisted his ankle. Painfully he sat
down on the trail and nursed it. Behind him the
baboons squatted on the path and, grasping their feet,
7ocked to and fro, making horrible faces. Jim thought
1t a weary game, this sinister mimicry of man by
beasts. If he stopped, they stopped. If he threw
himself down for a rest, they edged too close for comfort and he was forced to move on.
It was late afternoon when he first sighted the
U-shaped pass in the Mountains of the Moon. The
n~rrow gap dippe? in silhouette against the burmshed sky. The sight gave Jim new strength . His
head cleared and his legs felt stronger. Without
thought of sanitation he lay on his belly and scooped
up handfuls of the dark river water. It must be a
tiny branch of the Suriname, he reas·oned as he wet
his parched lips. His tongue was swollen with thirst
and it made his mouth feel clogged.
When he rose from the stream it was to discover
the baboons almost upon him. They startled him.
He wanted to rm~. He had wanted desperately all
afterno?n to heel 1t away from their ugly faces and
pantomime, but he knew the danger that lay in flight.
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He mustn't appear to be running away. It would excite them and they could all too easily overtake him.
So, he talked to himself and reasoned with his taut
and quivering nerves, holding himself steady.
Another hour's walking and he was climbing the
barren slopes to the pass dividing the Mountains of the
Moon. He no longer looked o,ver his shoulder. The
baboons had let him go on alone from the small wandering river. They simply had lost interest in the idea
of attacking him. Complete boredom had sent them
swinging to the tree-tops where they swung by their
tails and crunched new-found monkey-nuts. Their
noisy roars and barks travelled faintly through the
jungle growth.
The sun bordered the horizon of tree-carpeted hills.
Jim climbed to a ledge and looked down on a strange
valley. He had gained the other side of the mountain
and had had his last glimpse of the dark trails by which
he had reached the pass. Behind and above him the
rays of the setting sun fanned out in great streamers
of fading red and gold.
North and south, as far as the eye could see,
stretched the valley. The Mountains of the Moon
turned a sullen red with shifting, darkening blues gathering in the barren gullies. Far below, Jim spied a
bee-hive cluster of huts on the rim of the river, a
thread of silver yarn unraveled across the floor of the
fertile valley. The heavy growth of forests darkly
wild and humid lay below him, shimmering in the last
heat wave inspired by the swollen sun. The great
shaggy heads of the mountains towered against the
changing sky. Jim stirred and made himself get
leaves and branches for his evening fire. Below him
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lay Maabo, a good half day's journey, but it was
greatly comforting to have it in sight after his five
hard days on the new trails leading God knew where.
The air grew colder. Stars came out and leaned so
near the sleeping earth Jim felt he might balance one
on a finger-tip. Far below a pinhead of light flickered on the river-edge. In a sky of dull steel the full
moon rose in conscious beauty. Excepting those who
stalked by night, the jungle slept in moon-stroked silence.
The mountain wall rising from the ledge seemed to
take a gigantic step forward with the descent of night,
looming over Jim and the reel eye of his fire, walling
him in. Up from the rolling plain of interwoven treetops rose the shrilling of tree-frogs, cicadas, and the
many noisy insects who greeted the signal of dark with
a muffled roar so weirdly pitched that it seemed to
come from just beyond the range of human hearing.
A spotted jaguar roared his fierce answer of death to
the maniacal tune of red howler baboons. Echoes of
myriad night-sounds lapped in waves against the blue
shores of the sky. The far-flung jungles slept and
reawakened beneath the moon. As though realizing
its lack, the darkness supplied the faint, muted sound
of tom-toms talking to the jungle-gods beneath the
slender, flying fingers of the blacks. Jim slept beside
his dying fire.
An outlander is oppressed with an indefinable fear
in the tropic forests. Perhaps. it is because the machine civilization has never given birth to a philosophy
able to conquer life that goes on eternally. The philosophy outgrowing from the skyscraper and the subway is a transitory thing, sufficient for the immediate

moment, but it has not the elastic strength to yield in
the face of trees that have reared their majestic heads
thousands of years before Christ came into this world.
'°With enduring philosophy the Bushnegroes had loved
and conquered this whispering world beneath a furious
sun and Jim had come to accept their philosophy with
dignified understanding. So now, after a tasteless
breakfast of green bananas, he entered the tangled
aisles of the jungle cathedrals lying between him and
the town with a feeling of weary kinship. Through
an opening glade he glanced back at the track of his
perilous descent from the montain.
Then he stared breathlessly. A huge jaguar separated itself from the brush and stood still as a carven
statue in the open. A great tawny cat, only the tip of
its tail twitched slowly back and forth with sinister
nervousness. Otherwise it did not move. The tropical sun turned its sleek body to molten gold, lighting
the jade-flecked eyes for a moment, then the jaguar
melted into the jungle. Jim found he had been holding his breath.
He plodded on, stumbling across an abandoned spur
of railroad track, weed-choked and almost obliterated.
It led from a deserted gold mine to Maabo. He was
quite safe in following it.
The cooing of wild doves filled the fresh morning
air. The sun was comfortably warm on his back.
Just ahead of him water, food, rest, news awaited him.
He had been a half day longer on the new route than
he would have been had he taken the accustomed riverway, but it wasn't important. The mail that his
brother Randall was so anxious for would be waiting
him in the tiny thatched post office. It could very well
wait a half day longer.
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He climbed around a deserted railway locomotive
that obstructed the tracks. It had been abandoned by
energetic, courageous, clever northerners, but men not
jungle-wise, Jim thought. They had sought to conquer the strength of the forest with puny steel and the
many forces of the jungle had driven them out in such
a hurry they were forced to leave their iron .horse behind them in their flight. The jungle had taken their
monster machine and destroyed it in the jungle way,
the way of the anaconda. Vines had grown around
the iron belly of the locomotive and cracked it like a
nut. Rain and sun had rusted its skin and given it
to the wind for chaff. Snakes slept in the red dust
and ants travelled through its steel. Weeds were
swiftly hiding it from discovery. In a few more relentless years there would be no trace of the once great
machine. From the decay of the white man's skill
the forest life springs with double strength. That is
its way. It ever destroys that it may ever live. Jim
hurried on after his philosophizing and saw ahead the
straggling town of Maabo. N acoe waited him on the
one step of the post office.
"It is good to see the Baakra. One has been anxious."
"Run and tell Smithers I'm inviting myself to a
drink and a bath, Nacoe. We'll talk then."
The black set off toward the largest bungalow in an
unhurried dog-trot. Jim stepped into the tiny oven
of a post office. The clerk informed him there was
no mail. The Englishman grasped the ledge of the
desk with brown, thin hands. He repeated his request. Patiently the man explained to him that a Mr.
Randall had picked up the mail for the camp that
morning. No further mail would come up-river from
Paramaribo, the capital, for two days.

Jim walked out into the hot sun. He was angrily
amazed. So Randall had beaten him to it ! Then it
was something from home and something important !
Jim felt cold despair. He had left England to escape
being his brother's murderer, not motivated by thought
for his brother's safety, but of saving his own peace
of mind. Now he knew that he would kill Randall the
next time he saw him. Nacoe came up and tried to
speak to him, but Jim waved him away. Deep in
thought he mounted the steps of Smithers' bungalow
and greeted his friend.
After a refreshing bath and rest, Jim, with Nacoe,
once again set off up-river in the blade's· corial. On
the bottom of the dugout rested a bundle of home
newspapers, tobacco, a promised shirt for one of the
men, and some straw-protected bottles.
"Opaid-ai !" . (Forest vulture) Nacoe exclaimed and
pointed a black forefinger to the western sky.
The white man watched the bird as it drifted gracefully on the high air-currents above the jungle plain.
"Isn't it near the portage of the first rapids?"
"Yes, Baakra."
"Wonder what's worrying him on the trail?"
Their paddles flashed faster in the sun. They made
shore and scrambled out, Nacoe lifting the corial above
his· kinky head. Jim, preceding the black on the trail,
dropped one of his bottles. It broke with a muffled
crash on the pounded earth. His brother, Randall, lay
slumped across the cross-bar of a small one-man
corial. He was hatless and his face was mottled.
"The brother is dead, Baakra."
"Yes."
"It is my doing, Baakra."
Jim jerked his head around in surprise. "He died
of sunstroke, Nacoe. It is not your doing." The
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white man's fingers extracted letters from the dead
man's pockets. The topmost letter bore the handwriting of Jim's wife and in it was enclosed a note
from his father with two brief words . . . ' "Come
home" .. ~ Jim's heart swelled and pounded. He looked
down at the dead man.
"White magic, Baakra. And Kunu, blood revenge.
Brother fix gun so as to kill you, kill Gracoe by mistake. My cousin say so. He is spirit now. Spirits
do not lie. I asked my sun-god, sonu-winti, to strike
one man a brother who walked our trails always with
hat upon his foolish head. I talk with gods. They
listen to Nacoe."
Jim didn't hear him. His eyes were far away, seeing England.
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ANONYMOUS

A

PERFECT

LEO

"A P erfect Leo" is a humo;oits sketch of ~ ~iden lady_ ~nd
of her amorous advent1wes in one of Florida s resort cities.

Anonymous
NEVER thought I looked much like a gigolo till that
evening in the Flora Leon when Miss Bri~kel
asked me to take her to a dance. To appreciate
my predicament you must visualize Miss Brickel.
She was tall, unnaturally so, and her fa_ce had been
burned with acid when she was a young girl. On her
right cheek, extending from her eye to that wrinkly
demarcation where neck ended and shoulder began,
was a large strawberry scar. Her eyes were limpid
blue, deeply sunk in their sockets. Her whole appearance was that of a woefully overgrown sea horse.
The city where I met Miss· Brickel was St. Sinne:s•
burg, Florida, and the Flora Leon Hotel the favorite
watering place of uncremated corpses on the edge of
the· bourne. I was sitting one evening in the lobby
smoking and reading a ne~spaper. About me t~e co~bined buzz of a dozen bridge tables filled the air with
a lively drone. Then it was I caught sight of Miss
Brickel. She bore down on me with a half-run and
stopped beside my chair. Planting her feet wide apart,
she stared fixedly at me, clenching and unclenching
her fingers about a beaded bag she held in her hand.
"Young man," she began, "I want you to take me
to the dance at the Auditorium."
I started to speak"Why Mrs.-er-Miss ..."
"That's all right. It won't cost you a cent. I have
lots of money if that's worrying you."
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"No, I'm sorry-that is I have another engagement.
Some other time . . . "
"Quite all right, young man. Don't apologize."
With that she flounced away, her eye fixed on a
tall, dapper gentleman standing in the door. I gazed
after her with wonder and a feeling strangely akin to
admiration. After she disappeared I went to the desk
and enquired. Yes, her name was Brickel, she lived in
St. Louis and was a spinster. Had no relatives and
was filthy with money. Great eye for the men, too.
"Yes," I remarked, "so I notice."
It must have been fate that led my wandering feet
to the Auditorium that evening-fate coupled with unfeigned curiosity. I got there early, before the dance
started, and encountered two singular individuals in
the men's wash room. Their hair was vaselined and
parted in dead center. Talcum powder clung to their
down cheeks in white flecks and pink carnations
nodded a greeting from their buttonholes. Unwittingly I overheard part of their conversation:
"Gotta neat touch tonight," said the taller of the two.
"Yeah?" replied his partner, "where?"
"Pick her up at the Flora Leon in twenty minutes. ·
Old dame named Brickel."
Hearing this I pricked up my ears.
"Brickel, eh," said the short one, "I've heard of
her. They say she's filthy with dough-';
"You're dead right, son, and she carries it on her.
Got over a hundred smackers in that beaded bag just
waitin' to be picked off. Got me?"
·
"Gotcha," said his friend.
Together they left the washroom. Somehow I killed
time until the dance began. I didn't know Miss
Brickel, yet I felt responsible for her welfare. The
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orchestra played "Orchids in the Moonlight." Couples
milled and sweated in the heavy, smoke-laden atmosphere. Vainly I looked for Miss Brickel. Finally I
turned again to the men's room. I found the shorter
of the two gigolos talking to a newcomer, a swarthy
customer I'd never seen before.
"Yeah," says the shrimp, "Bob's in velvet again.
He went to Europe this summer and comes back with
a sport roadster. Now he's trailin' another rich dame.
Old biddy named Brickel. Seems she's nutty 'bout
astrology. Told Bob he was a Leo, whatever that is.
Said he was strong and courageous."
The swarthy one broke into gales of laughter.
"That's a good one," he said, "the best yet."
I turned and left the room. Hardly had I passed
out the door when I caught sight of Miss Brickel. She
was wearing a scarlet evenhJg gown, which hung like
a shroud about her withered figure. Her eyes gleamed
with the light of youth, a proud happy smile play~d
over her lips, and in her hands, tightly clasped, was
the beaded bag.
She moved toward the center of the dance floor.
The band played "Sweet Dream of Love." Miss
Brickel danced firmly and decidedly. For an aging
woman, she was remarkably sure of herself. Bob led
her unerringly into an old-fashioned two-step. Onetwo, one-two. I watched her black satin slippers.
They slid precisely along in stiff little movements,
keeping time with the music.
Someone pushed out of the washroom and walked
rapidly across the floor, joining the line of stags on
the far wall. It was the short gigolo, Bob's friend .
I saw Bob nod to him, watched him step out from the
line. He jostled Miss Brickel causing her to cry out.
Quick nimble fingers reached for the beaded bag. But
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Bob failed in his part. He didn't manoeuver her close
enough and the groping fingers closed on thin air. I
saw Bob's lips move and caught their meaning.
"Next time 'round," they framed.
I watched Miss Brickel dance around the floor. Her
eyes were strangely moist and her step, it seemed,
grew suddenly unsteady. Maybe the going was too
rough. Maybe she was going to drop out. No, she
gritted her teeth and kept at it. One-two, one-two.
She was nearly around to the stag line again. Something had to be done.
Impulsively I started over the dance floor and
threaded my way through the milling couples. Thumping Bob on the back I grabbed his elbow and swung
him sharply around.
"My dance," I said curtly.
He bowed and sidled away. For a brief moment I
dared not look at Miss Brickel. Then I screwed up
courage. Her cheeks were vivid strawberry, her scar
no longer visible. Her eyes stared fixedly into mine.
"Young man," she said suddenly, "when were you
born?"
"In August," I replied, shuddering.
"I knew it," she said, "a perfect Leo!"
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